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Portland's news and arts weekJy 
for Decemb!r 21,1989 through January 3,19'1) 
DEC~MBER 21, 1989 FlEE 
2 C=o Bay Wuldy 
Celebrate the First Night of the 
Nineteen Nineties! 
Super Stars, Rising Stars, Road 
Roce, Masquerade Ball, Maine 
Folk Traditions, Cartoon Art 
and Fireworks! . 




Cable N .... UJrnrlkI 
Llylng Tapestries: 
Elder Images and Style (1/2 hr.) 
People Helping People 
(1/2 hr.) 
Ireland Today: 
Children of Belfast (112 hr.) 
In the Gallery: 
Faculty Exhibition (112 hr.) 
Elizabethan Christmas 
(112 hr.) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
. & Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies in Gorham. 
One button is your ticket to 
all New Year's/Portland 
events! 
• Adults, $Z50 in advan<:e. 
$9.00 an December 31. 
Kids and seniors, $3.00. 
• Buttons available Dec. 15 at 
most Shop'n ~"" Supermar-
kets, One City Center and 
Portland Wine and Cheese. 
• For Visa and MasterCard 
orders or information, I 
Wendy Wall Brown Pura Fe 
call 772-9012. 1 




Bring them to Just Black & White and 
we'll make them sparkle again. 
We can copy and 
enhance your Old, 
faded photographs 




We'll also process 
and print all types of 
black & white film. 
We can convert to 
black & white from 
your color originals. 
54 YORK STREET 761-5861 
Mark Hider holds a plastic handgun used In martial arts practke. CBW(forw HIIrbm 
Bar owner wants to carry his gun again . 
Chitwood denies gun permit 
After his father was shot and killed over$l30at 
a SouthPortIand varietystore,MarkHiderstarted 
carrying a gtm- Last month, Portland Police Chief 
Michael Chitwood took away Hider's right to 
carrythatgun. Now Hider, who owns an Old Port 
bar, wants to take aim at Chitwood. 
Speeding bullets 
This gun battle began with a routine speeding 
ticket the night of Nov. 14. According to the police 
report 
Hider pulled his Ford Escort off Warren Ave-
nue into the parking lot of Happy Wheels roller 
skating rink. PortIand Police Officer Verne Mal-
loch told Hider he had been driving 50 mph in a 
35 mph zone. Hider told Malloch that he had left 
his driver's license in another pair of pants. 
When Malloch checked on Hider's license on 
the police radio, "Officer Roberts cautioned me 
that he is known to carry firearms either on his 
person or in his car. The dispatcher also told me 
that records show his concealed weapons pennit 
expired on 3/7/89 and was not renewed." 
Malloch returned to Hider's car with his part-
ner, Officer Robert Martin, and asked Hider if he 
had any weapons with him. Hider said that he did 
and moved a magazine on the passenger seat to 
reveal a Smith & Wesson 9mm semi-automatic 
pistol in a holster. Malloch asked if the gun was 
loaded. Hider said it was. 
Hider was asked to get out of the car. Martin 
took the gun and unloaded it. There were 12 
bullets in the magazine and an additional round 
in the chamber. Malloch frisked Hider and found 
a "T-knife," a martial arts weapon. 
Hider was arrested for transporting a loaded 
gun ina vehicle and carrying a concealed weapon, 
the knife. He was later released from Cumberland 
County Jail on $500 bail. His knife and gun were 
kept as evidence. 
"Good moral character" 
A few days after the arrest, Hider went to the 
Portland Police Department to get a new con-
cealed gun permit, which lasts three years and is 
nonnally renewable without reapplying. But Sgt. 
John Collins, who processes concealed gun per-
mits, told Hider that since his previous permit 
had expired seven months before he would have 
togo through the application process again. Hider 
filled out the application. 
On Nov.27, Hider received a registered letter 
from Chief Michael Chitwood, whq wrote that 
Hider's "criminal record" indicated that he "failed 
to demonstrate good moral c]:laracter" and that 
his request for a concealed gun permit was de-
nied. 
"I don't have a criminal record!" said Hider, 
who insisted his record isascleanasitwas the day 
he was first issued a pennit. A court date had not 
yet been set for the jury trial Hider has requested 
as a result of his Nov. 14 arrest. 
"Forgetting to renew the permit was an honest 
mistake," said Hider_ "I don't know what it is 
with this Chitwood guy. He wants to be the judge, 
jury and executioner." 
'We did it for a reason," said Chitwood, who 
has gained a national reputation for his tough, 
anti-handgun stance. He said his legal advisor 
told him it was legal to deny the permit on the 
basis of a pending case. 
"We don't just say, hey, we don't like your face 
and then deny someone a permit," quipped Chit-
wood, who promised to reconsider Hider's per-
mit application if he is cleared of the charges. 
"Cold-blooded" 
But for Mark Hider, whose father was gunned 
down in a 1%9 robbery that South Portland's 
fonner police chief called "one of the most cold-
blooded lean recall," Chitwood's promise is of no 
comfort tonight. 
"1 have a high probability of being robbed," 
said Hider, sitting on a stool and drawing slowly 
ona cigaretteatA Bar of Soap Laundry & Pub,the 
Old Port bar/laundromat that he owns. He said 
he needs a gun for protection because he carries 
the day's cash with him after he closes the bar. 
Mark was 19 years old and away at college in 
Boston when his father was shot. He got home in 
time to read the headlines in the Feb. 13 Portland 
Press Herald: "Store OwnerShot To Death In$l30 
Holdup." 
Mrs. Betty Blodgett, a n~ighbor who "said she 
often visited the store just to talk," had stepped 
into Hider's Variety at9:30the night before. Blodg-
ett found Samuel Hider behind the counter in a 
pool of blood. 
Then South Portland Police Chief Gordon H. 
McGrath called the murder "cold-blooded" and 
said it was likely that the senior Hider never saw 
the killer before the shotgun blast pierced his side. 
Samuel Hider did not carry a gun. 
MarkHiderbegan studying martial arts shortly 
after his father's murder. He is now a fifth-degree 
black belt - and he would be carrying a gun if 
Chitwood would let him. 
Four men were tried and convicted of Samuel 
Hider's murder. Three have now been either dis-
charged or paroled. Mark Hider believes they still 
live in the area. 
Mark finished his cigarette at his Bar of Soap. 
Middleweights boxed on TV. In the other room, a 
washing machine kicked into the spin cycle. And 
an unknown man leaned on a pinball machine 
and sipped a beer. 




THE WEEK IN BRIEF: 
Deering Oaks Fest to go on 
Feet of all sizes will stomp at Deering Oaks for the Deering 
Oaks Family Festival again in July 1990. At a Portland City 
Council public hearing on Dec.. 18, members of the Friends of the 
Parks Commission and the Parkside Neighborhood Association 
said that the Deering Oaks Festival should either be moved to 
Portland's Back Cove or trimmed back from five to three days. 
Park activists said that the festival, which drew a record 300,000 
people in 1989, tears up the park as well as causing litter and 
parking problems. The city council voted six-to-two to let the 
show go on. 
Warren pays up; heads to court 
S.D. Warren has finally agreed to pay the City of Westbrook 
$917,000 in property taxes, but itis gearing up to battle the city in 
court. Peter Eckell, assistant to the mayor in Westbrook said that 
"S.D. Warren has paid the tax bill so we're in good shape." But 
Eckell added that the city agreed to freeze some of its spending in 
case the mill has a successful appeal. 
S.D. Warren, which has been dickering with Westbrook for two 
years because it thinks the city's valuation of the mill ~s too high, 
was lured to pay up on the taxes by the chance to go to court. John 
Barker, manager of financial accounting at S.D. Warren, said that 
the city has denied the mill's past attempts to appeal their evalu-
ation on legal technicalities. But now Westbrook "has agreed to 
allow the company to proceed with tax issues" unrebuffed. Barker 
said the agreement between the city and the mill marks a "win-
win situation in which the plant will finally be given a true value 
and the city will be paid." 
When Westbrook had faced the $917,000 shortfall recently, it 
had considered cuts in its city and school budgets to weather the 
shortfall. 
MERe "threatens" communities 
Maine Energy Recovery Co. (MERC) insists it will triple the 
rate it charges 27 Southern Maine towns to take their garbage, and 
the towns insist they won't pay it. MERC announced on Dec. 14 
that the increases will take effect on Jan. 31. Janet Fernald of the 
Maine People's Alliance said that MERC will let the towns defer 
payment increases until April, but at that time they will have to 
pay 10 percent interest on what they owe. MERC, the Biddeford 
trash-to-energy incinerator, has claimed that it is losing $500,000 
a month at the per-ton tipping fees it currently charges. 
'What their doing is holding a gun to the towns' heads," 
Fernald said, adding that "They haven't come out and literally 
threatened closing down, but it's a veiled threat." Fernald said 
that MERe's 20-year-contract with the towns could be void if it 
went bankrupt. 
See ya' next year 
Casco Bay Weekly will not publish on Dec. 28 so that the 
paper's staff can celebrate the holidays. The paper will publish 
again on Thursday, Jan. 4, 1990-and on every Thrusdayafter that. 
WEIRD NEWS: 
or JamesA. Earhart,anassistant federal prosecutor in Louisville, 
Ky., filed suit against a southern Indiana Chevrolet dealer he 
charges illegally detained and purposely humiliated him while 
trying to sell him a new car. Earhart says that after he gave the ... 
dealer his car to be inspected for a .possible trade-in, the sales 
manager refused to return his keys for 25 minutes during the sales 
pitch despite his demands that he be allowed to leave. 
After a report of the lawsuit appeared in a local newspaper, 
Earhart says 30 people called him to report similar treatment by 
the dealer. According to Earhart, one man said the sales manager 
detained him until 3 a.m., when he broke down and agreed to the 
dealer's tenns. 
or A federal study of hunting accidents in Georgia found that 36 
percent of the hunters injured over the past decade weren't shot 
by other hunters but fell out of trees. Of 594 injuries, 214 involved 
tree stands - often hastily built platforms or store-bought "tree 
chairs." Most of the injuries resulted from falls; 111 of the hunters 
fell out of their tree stands, 11 after falling asleep. 
Roumd Swul/AlterNtl 
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Happy Holidaysfrom Videoport! 
We will be closing Christmas Eve at 5 pm and will be closed Christmas Day. 
We will be OPEN 10-10 New Year's Eve & New Year's Day 





TAKE A BREAK .. ·. 
Browse .. ,the best selection of 
Art, Uterature, Biographies and other pleasures, 




Free Parking at Gateway Garage 
555 Congress 81. • Portland. 761-3930 
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\l110 Helmet Covers 
$lH5 
ALL TUBES 
3 for $5_99 
PROFIIS Aero II's 
Aslowas~ 
Mag Stand $169 
Medalist 
T1 000 $99 
Medalist HOOD 
magnetic $149 
Rhode Gear Bags 
40% OFF 
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6:lO .... m. - 6:10 p.m . 
TAKE our OR 
SITDOI'iN 
SERVING BREAKfAST, 






Brass Lobster Ship In 
Paperweight Bottle 
$2.95 $9.95 
Cribbage Folk Art 
Board Shorebirds 
$14.95 $10.95 &up 
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Gift Certificates Available 
MASSAGE SPECIALS 'TIL CHRISTMAS 
35 MIN. $20 70 MIN. $40 
• NO INITIATION FEE. FREEZE POUCY AVAIlABLE '12X12 JACUZZI-
NAUTlLUS CENTER • AEROBICS. SAlJNA$ • STEAMROOMS • 3 TANNING 
BOOTHS. UFECYCLES • STAIAMASTER • ROWING ERGOMETER • 
• SaF DEFENSE COURSes. MASSAGEll-IERAPY. 
Portland ARegency 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT- NEW PHONE! 871 ·7054 
';.: .. ' 100% WOOL 
".:~ , Swedish Army Long 
'., • , Overcoat - Grey 
, '.'" with Brass Lapel Insignias 
.~. ~ ~ (Men's & Ladies' sizes) 
~.;: $35.95 
>.;. N European Tweeds $48.95 
". ;,. Pea Coats - Navy Blue ,: ;.:. I $12.95 - $49.95 
:)',~ ' I . Swiss Army Grey Ladles $18.95 
.:·f:~ IPWRECK & CARm)- ! ' 
:< , • 8 Moulton St., Portland ' 
~ .; .. ; '---:;:--;7--:;:-:;7:-757·3;-:D_57:;-,.,-;:-;:M;:-on~.s::-:a.t_:-:9.-;-9,-;;1 s:-u-;n _11-:"5:-:-;--;:-:,,~.<~~). ,' 
.. 
':'" 1 00 1 .. e . ' 
Gift Ideas! 
* Stocking Stuffers * Teas, Jams & Jellies * Christmas Decorations * Playmobil Children's Toys * Imported Chocolates 
& Candies * And many more 
great ideas! 
Old Port Emporium 
380 Fore St • Portland • 775-3066 
Mon - Sat 10-9 Sun 11-6 
.~r.===================;=====~ .. ... 
-,r! , 




.. d. cole jewelers 
10 Exchange St., Portland 772·5119 
Holklay Hours: Mon·Sat10·9, Sun 12-5 
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will put his 25 years of 
experience in watch & clock 
repair back to work beginning 
Jan 2,1990 
Classic Impressions 
164 Middle Sl. - Old Port - 874-6980 
Next to The Oyster Club 
~. L-____ ~----~--~--------------~ 
Give a loved one 
a kite for the holidays 
and watch 
their spirits soar! 
, '. 
") , . " •• 
,', e • ", 
Deetmb<r 21,1989' 
by Andy Newman 
. " 
CB Wrronee Harbert 
David DuVall 
What If environmentalists (ould heal our 
skk planet like acupuncturists heal skk 
people? David DuVall, 25, started asking 
himself that question about five years flgo. 
DuVall believes there are parallels I;Jetween 
the energy within the human body and the 
energy within the Earth. DuVall admits that 
he has neither proven his theory nor started 
driving big needles Into the earth. But his 
theory 15 young and so 15 he. And he Is 
headed to the University of Southern Maine 
In January to do coursework In Geology and 
Biology, hoping to find scientific evidence 
for what he believes to be true • 
Where does your theory come from? 
The Chinese have a system that deals with place-
ment of buildings: where is the building, when is 
the right time to build, which is the right direction 
to build in, what are the right measurements to 
build. There's a wheel that the priests use. So the 
Chinese are dealing with the energies of the envi-
ronment and how to act hannoniously with them. 
The Chinese also have the idea of acupuncture, the 
energy nodes and lines of energy in the body. 
And you tie both those Ideas together? 
I believe that there is a healthy equivalent of a 
nervous system to the Earth. There are sites, many 
of them with underground streams under them, 
which have a hIgher rate of mdiation that can be 
measured with a Geiger counter. 
Just like a meridian ~or energy pathway - would 
get blocked in acupuncture, the bad energy would 
come from blockages in the Earth. Some standing 
stones and various things like Stonehenge may have 
been ways like applying acupuncture to these areas. 
And if that's the case, we haven't done that in a 
long time. But there are a lot of places where the 
energies are just bad. They aren't healthy. 
How do you gauge that they aren't healthy? 
You walk into a place, you sit down, you get sick. 
That isn't healthy. 
Have you felt a physical response to such 
unhealthy placesl 
Yes. There have been several times in the woods 
when I'm just walking along and I approach those 
sites, a feeling comes over me. It's almost like 
walking onto a set of a movie, but not really. The 
closest I could say is a waking dream where there's 
a feeling that things aren't quite the same. 
Does the feeling go as suddenl}' as It comes? 
At times I can walk out of it. The feeling ends up 
leaving. There are some spots where I've stood 
where the feeling has come like a pulse: it comes on 
and it goes away; it comes on and it goes away. I 
can move around and a lot of times there are areas 
no bigger than four or five feet across where I can 
feel it. 
How long have you felt this way? 
Since I was very young. 
And have you done anything at 
those points? 
As I said, I'm hoping to find the equivalent for 
the Earth of what acupuncture is for the body: a 
way to tap into areas where the energy is tied up, 
and release them to the benefit of the entire system. 
How would you free up the energies? 
I'm assuming that we will do the equivalent to 
walking out into the field with large needles and 
jabbing them into the ground. Be it a telephone 
pole, or planting a tree, depending on whatever I 
find out about it. The way that it would heal is by 
freeing up the energies into the earth and into the 
environment. 
How are you going to "find out about It"? 
I have been doing a lot of background research 
and reading so that.! can present my case to the 
university for a self~esigned major. If I can get into 
academia, I could say, "Okay, this is what I believe. 
This is how I'm going to prove what I believe. And 
this is what my end result is." 
Does It bother you when you talk with 
people who strongly disagree with these 
Ideas? 
Every now and then I get insecure enough inside 
due to other things that I begin to doubt this. Then I 
go find somebody and I belch allover them that this 
is what the whole scoop is and I re-spark my own 
fire. It's verbally remembering what it is that I saw, 
what it is I've chosen for my life, and what it means 
to me. Basically, it's remembering my dream. This 
has become the dream of my life. 
Would It matter to you whether people 
bought Into this and supported you? 
I'm just starting to wake up to this dream. The 
reality of you calling me and wanting to know 
about it thrilled me but it also scared me. 
If people came forward and started saying "Hey, 
I'd like to help you:' I'd have the same reaction. I'd 
be tickled pink that someone wanted to do the 
action with me but I'd be frightened that I'd have to 
start taking steps. 
If someone just looks at me and says, "You're a 
crack," I'd look at them and say ''Yeah, I'ma 
lunatic. What of it?" 
Andy Newman found that Iris croquet wicks had a sootlring 
effect on his ~rd. 
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FREE CLASS 
Sunday. Jan. 7th 
1:30 - 3:00 pm 
WINTER SESSION 




Building 1A, Thorn son's Point, Porlland 
CELEBRATE 
NEW YEAR'S EVE 
at 
THE BLUE MOON 
Restaurant and Bar 
Dinner served 5:00 - 11:00 
only $16.95 per person 
Includes your choice of 
160z. Sirloin, Filet Mignon. 
Lobster Pie, Prime Rib, 
Lobster & Scallop Alfredo, 
Chicken Cordon Bleu, 
Fisherman's Platter, or Glazed 
Ham with Raisin Honey Sauce 
PillS 
Soup and Salad, Vegetable, 
Rice pilaf or Baked Potato. 
Make your last meal 
of the decade 
a great one! 
",-
425 Fore St. in The Old Port· Reservations 871·0663 
Walk-ins gladdly accepted! 
Open 7 days a week. 10-10 
Video Rentals * Compact Discs 
Audio Tapes * Nintendo * T-shirts 
• What sets Play It Again 
apart from other music & 
video stores? 
A. They gi.ve away FREE 
CD's & TAPES to their 
regular customers. Call or stop 
in for details ••• become one of them!!! 
We carry a wide selection of Pop, Country, ClaSSical, Jazz, 
Reggae, Blues, New Age and Ethnic along with alternative 
music - Thrash, Metal and College Radio favorites. -
Do your last minute holiday shopping at: 
IVILA\" Illr A~I7A\II~ 
MUSIC & VIDEO 
(207) 846-4711 
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth Marketplace 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
YOURS: 
Legalization for the econo~cally privileged 
You have always edited an inconsistent paper, 
with successes that made your failures forgivable, 
but your 'War on Drugs" issue was a shame. If you 
wish to reprint articles for us to read, like a teacher 
handing out copies of "current events," please 
choose material that is intelligent and well-re-
searched. 
All of the reprints were slanted, chatty and 
covertly cynical, but "Is legalization the answer?" 
was especially bad. It glossed over the negative 
effects of legalizanon on the poor in two short 
paragraphs,and then in the same breath compared 
illegal drugs to caffeine, and offered quotes like 
"We all take drugs." This iSn't logic, it's stoned 
persuasion. -
Let me quickly review one other source - a 
month ago the New Republic weekly magazine 
published an article that logically and properly 
concluded that drug legalization would result in a 
murderous plague on the poor and uneducated. 
Your reprint never mentioned the surveys that 
indicate the legalization movement has more to do 
with the economically privileged desiring to enjoy 
their drugs without fear, than any desire to lower 
inner-dty crime. The reprint never mentiQned that 
some of the funding "non-profit" pro-legalization 
organizations receive is suspect, that therearethose 
interested in destroying the resolve needed to 
prosecute upperclass money launderers and deal-
ers. 
Creating a safe drug for addids 
Crack is now superceded by~comingof "ice," 
crystal methamphetamine, a synthetic drug which 
can be easily produced in labs in this country, and 
which has the potential of bringing this nation to its 
knees. If the Bush Administration's drug war suc-
ceeds in curtailing even some of the multi-million 
dollar foreign drug trade, other drugs such as ice, 
will grow into increasing demand. 
What is wrong here? Obviously the problem is 
not being addressed sufficiently. New holes are 
appearing everywhere in the dike, and we don't 
seem to have enough putty. The putty is the Bush 
Administration's $3.1 billion for domestic law en-
forcement and $1.6 billion for corrections, includ-
ing a $250 million plan to expand the court system. 
While the number of part-time users is shrinking,. 
the number of addicts is grOwing. The Bush ad-
ministration tosses a mere $925 million in that 
direction for their treatment. 
The rootsofthe problem run deep. Much deeper 
than ivory tower moralists and do-gooders can 
possibly imagine. Some drugs (like marijuana) 
aren't as bad as some would like us to think. Other 
drugs are worse than their users know. Otherwise 
if they had any sense, they wouldn't have started 
taking them. 
On CBS New Nightwatch last fall, a program 
was aired debating a proposed solution to the drug 
problem. Unfortunately, I was not able to obtain 
the name of this professor/author. However, I 
respected his words. He argues that human beings, 
since the dawn of history, have used certain drugs 
as part of their nature. Therefore, he proposes that 
the solution to the drug problem is to fund research 
for creating a safe drug. 
These are my answers to the drug problem. 
1. Legalization and regulation of marijuana. 
2. Creation of a safe drug- if you really must get 
high, but don't want to play with your health-
or ruin or life. 
3. Death penalty for dealers of hard drugs who 
are third time repeat offenders. 
4. Mandatory jail tenns for pushers. 
5. Concentrated efforts for the treatment and 
curing of existing addicts. 
A safe drug,. becoming available to the pharma-
Ask those living in crime-ravaged neighbor-
hoods if they want drugs legalized. Ask a recover-
ing drug addict ifthat'sa good idea. Those with real 
life experience with the problem know something 
thatmiddl~ass "hip" writers do not-legal drugs 
will not stop the illegal market. In San Francisco this 
summer, Valium and Percodan were cheaper on 
the street than in thephannacy. As a talented actor 
friend used to say, "the more there is, the more 
there is to do." He died of a heroin overdose in 
London - a '1egal" addict. 
I think of him and I think of Neal Cassady's wife 
telling Cassady's defense committee "if you hadlet 
Neal go to jail, he might have gotten clean. He 
might be alive today." The drug laws are not there 
to punish, despite what righteous politicians may 
claim, they are there to protect citizens, and that 
includes addicts, from greedy and vicious drug 
businessmen. 
I hope you will return to reporting on those local 
issues you do so well, (your work on slumlord 
housing was excellent), and as you do so,continue 
to encourage and develop new journalists in our 
community. Leavethereprintingofsimple-minded 
articles to Readers Digest. 
-t~';:~ 
/ _~ 
- Dan o;,mench 
Portland 
ceutical market, would provide a desirablealtema-
tive for getting high for whatever reason you may 
have. The legalization of marijuana would cer-
tainly be met with open anns by the vast smiling 
mass of 18 to 50 million who smoke it regularly. 
Providing it is sufficiently regulated (Iegallyavail-
able to those over 18), it is a desirable idea. There 
would no longer be the risk of lacing and costs 
would be the same everywhere. Also, a billion 
dollar a year business would wither away. 
The death penalty for dealers of hard drugs, 
such as heroin and LSD, in their third offense 
would I think be a prudent and effective deterrent. 
A few years back. China demonstrated the effec-
tivenessof the death penalty, relating to their short-
lived opium problem. 
Mandatory jail tenns for pushers of cocaine or 
crack or ice, or other lethal drugs which haven't 
been made yet, would be effective enough to keep 
them off the streets or scare the would-be's. This 
would be especially true if the tenn was a mini-
mum of one year, and law enforcement was given 
more incentive. 
Concentrated efforts for the treatment and cur-
ingof addicts is definitely needed. They won't need 
to be punished for their addiction by being forced 
into withdrawal, nor encouraged to continue by 
being given sterile needles. They need to be cured, 
and to receive the education that would have pre-
vented them from starting in the first place. 
Finally, there is nothing better for prevention 
than education. A little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing,. Most people would want to know why they 
are being ordered to say "no" to something. They 
need reasons, not commands. 
Let's not delude ourselves into thinking the 
problem can be reduced to a mere annoyance by 
the confrontational and symptom-treating means 
of the Bush agenda. There are many fronts to the 
war, and its high time (excuse the expression) that 
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The person you 
want to meet. .. 
•• .is as close 
as your phone! 
See our Jan. 4 
issue for details. 
Ideas are the seeds of a better 
tomorrow. New Years Is traditionally 
a time for new resolve, for new ideas. 
But new Ideas are har~ to find. 
Part of Casco Bay Weekly's mission 
is to provide a forum in which the 
Greater Portland community can 
discuss current issues. Another part of 
that mission is to propel new Ideas 
into public debate. 
As 1988 waned, Casco Bay Weekly 
presented its first NEW IDEAS issue: 
architect George Terrien talked about 
the benefits of restricting automobile 
traffic on the Portland peninsula; 
promoter Phyllis O'Neill discussed the 
need for a public arts advocate office; 
and State Senator Tom Andrews made 
the case for bringing rajl 
transportation back to Portland. 
The railroad idea gained steam . 
during 1989: the Gannett newspapers 
published a series of articles on the 
subject and a new activist group, 
TrainRiders Northeast, was formed. 
Regrettably, the arts advocate Idea is 
still waiting in the wings. And the 
process of planning Portland's 
downtown was actually made worse 
by the addition of two large new 
parking garages adjacent to the Old 
Port, each inviting a share of 
tomorrow's congestion Into the city. 
This issue marks the second year 
Casco Bay Weekly has presented NEW 
IDEAS for a NEW YEAR. Ideas for a 
performing arts high school, for 
training community leaders and for 
rent control are presented ,below. 
Those of us here at Casco Bay 
Weekly hope that these Ideas - as well 
as those mentioned above - will get 
the attention they deserve in the 
years to come. And we welcome your 
suggestions during 1990 for an even 
larger NEW IDEAS section to be 
published next December. 
Eugenia O'Brien: 
A place to train Portland's 
young performing artists 
Portland Is bursting with both visual 
and performance art. And opportunities 
abound for the young visual artist. But 
for the young performing artist there Is 
almost nothing. 
Eugenia O'Brien Is the artistic director 
of the Portland Ballet Company. She 
trains dancers, and each time she loses 
one to another city she feels the need for 
performing arts education here In 
Portland. 
O'Brien proposes opening a 
performing arts high school In Portland. 
It would be geared toward students who 
need to complete the academic 
requirements of high school while at 
same time devoting time and energy to 
the performing arts. 
Why a performing arts high school7 
A perfonning arts school is a wonderful 
opportunity to harbor what I see as a Maine 
product. Our arts are developed here. People 
work here and most people want to stay here. 
And just like our potatoes and apples, and any-
thing else Maine is known for, the arts are a 
Maine product we should be aware of, proud of 
and willing to support. 
If you mix arts and academics, you train a 
phenomenally talented dancer or musician or 
theater person. But you have to be able to give 
them the time to develop their art, because it is 
decided so young. It's not like they can finish 
college and then decide. Their career is almost 
over by then. They can go back to college later. 
A dancer can't go back to dancing. So it's 
imperative to do it in the high school years. 
How would the curriculum be set up? 
The student would have a niche, but other 
disciplines would be encouraged. For instance: 
if the student were in theater and suddenly she 
was in a musical drama or a musical comedy, 
the student would need to know how to sing 
and move across stage at the same time. So 
there are movement classes and certain things 
anyone in theater should be aware of. 
Academic courses would augment what it is 
that they are learning in the performing arts. 
You ask, "Well, what period was it?" Tie it in 
with the fine arts and what else was going on. 
During the American Revolution, for example, 
was Beethoven alive then? What was happen-
ing musically? dramatically? What else was 
going on? 
What goes Into training a young 
performing artist? 
One of the things that is difficult for high 
school students who are involved with a 
performing art is to come in during the after-
noon for a two-hour ballet class after a full day 
of curriculum classes. To then go home all 
revved up to start homework at 8 p.m. makes 
for a very, very long day. 
We demand dancers have Olympic capabili-
ties ... They would love to be able to expend 
that vast physical energy while they are still 
awake, perhaps in the morning or early after-
noon, rather than at the end of the day. I think 
very few people realize the energy that goes 
into memorizing lines or developing a character 
for a play. 
Are any accommodations made by 
conventional high schools? 
Currently, some schools are sympathetic to 
the demands of training. They'll waive some 
classes with a letter from us stating the amount 
of time that a child spends here under super-
vised instruction. They might waive the physi-
cal education course. 
Other schools refuse. They believe there is 
nothing better than working on a team, which I 
can understand. They're attitude shows that we 
haven't educated people well enough about 
what teamwork is involved in a corps de ballet. 
Dancing is programed and specific. If you don't 
do teamwork, you don't do ballet. 
Why Is Portland a good place for a 
performing arts high school7 
Portland has phenomenal drama. We have 
both the university and Portland Stage Com-
pany. We also have Portland Concert Associa-
tion, which brings in outside artists that stu-
dents could take master classes with. We have 
the Portland Symphony Orchestra, which is 
housing phenomenally trained musicians and 
many of them are teachers. Then you have 
Portland Ballet Company, Ram Island Dance 
Company and Casco Bay Movers based here -
you're covering ballet, modern and jazz, which 
are the three major entities in the dance world. 
And Portland is unique - unique simply in 
the layout. The centers of the perfonning arts 
are all right here within walking distance of 
each other. It's so concentrated. I think this 
makes it easier to develop a performing arts 
high schooL .. I think Portland is ready to go 
into that next phase and really make it easier for 
the artists. 
The city has such a collection of well-kept 
secrets. So many people are leading dual lives, 
whether they be teachers or whoevcr. Every-
body here seems to be very sympathetic to the 
arts and knows somebody who would be able 
to help or do this or that. 
Do we lose young dancers and 
performers because Portland can't 
accommodate them? 
We do. It' s a shame, because they want to 
stay. The arts are here but they also have to 
finish school. In order to do that they have to 
lead two Ii ves. If they can go away and do it all 
on one campus, that's very inviting. When you 
dance you can't always put it on hold. You've 
got to do it now, while the body's capable of 
doing it. 
Would this be a school for Portland 
residents only? 
No, the school would be open to anyone in 
the state of Maine, N.H., Vennont - anybody. 
Are there other regional 
performing arts high schools? 
There is one for dance. The Walnut Hill 
School is in Natick, Mass. is a performing arts 
school and they have a well-known dance 
program. Otherwise there are not many. Boston 
Ballet is assessing the need for a school, but I 
feel that we have much more to offer in Port-
land than just ballet. 
Will this be publicly or privately funded7 
A little bit of both, because it would be a 
non-profit organization. I don't see that it 
would be solely a private venture. I see it as 
something that the community would reap the 
benefits of by having an active theater scene 
and developing the economic base that Port-
land has become known for. 
The school is something that people would 
contribute to, because it guarantees the arts - it 
guarantees their survival. I think there is a 
private sector out there that is willing to 
support the arts and I think there are a lot of 
parents who have children who would act as 
ambassadors in the community simply because 
they want their children involved with such a 
program. 
Portland Stage Company has been able to 
raise a million dollars. You had enough people 
to build the Portland Museum of Art. You have 
the Portland School of Art. There are all of these 
other arts entities that have survived on a lot of 
private funding. 
How would you start this? 
There are a lot of teachers who would enjoy 
the opportUnity to develop something like this, 
to be on the ground floor of something as 
exciting as this is. There are a lot of artists out 
there who want to share what they know and 
there are a lot of teachers who want to support 
the development of school with the energy of 
children who want to learn. The students 
would choose to be there. That makes it entic-
ing to any teacher. It's much more fun to teach. 
The other aspect is that with the renovations 
at Portland High School and with the high 
school being in the vicinity of many perfonning 
arts spaces, I wouldn't be surprised if some-
thing could be worked out for using some of 
the classrooms. 
To have a performing arts high school you 
need more performance space. Perfonnance 
space must be available or the idea of a per-
forming art school sort of loses its validity. It's 
terrific if you have a great voice in the shower, 
but if nobody hears you it's a great voice for 
yourself. So performance space is an issue. 
The opportunity to have all of this under one 
roof would be tremendously exciting. And I 
think it is something that Portland should be 
looking to do on a long-term basis. 
This interview was conducted I1y Casco Bay Weekly 
entertainment editor Ann Sitomer, who plans to attend 
the last picture show at the State Theater before it and the 
Congress Building are renovated into The Portland School 




volunteers to be 
tomorrow's leaders 
Citizen activism flourished In Portland 
during 1989. While the MunJoy Hili 
Neighborhood Organization led the 
outcry over unreported pollution at East 
End Beach, the Parkslde Neighborhood 
Association was doing battle with 
slumlords and drug dealers. And the 
formation of new regional groups like 
the Friends of Casco Bay and the 
Presumpscot River Watch heralded a new 
type of citizen Involvement. 
To their credit, the citizen volunteers 
who waged these battles often did so 
continued on page 10 
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continued from page 9 
with no support from elthe'r local or 
state government. But 1989 jIIlso brought 
to nght the dramatic battfes of the 
Portland West Nelghborho>od Planning 
Council as It struggled to move ahead on 
too many projects wlth too little 
attentlc., .. to the d~ls of management. 
Portland West lear¥,d ~he hard way that 
professional public management Is a 
tricky thing - and too many low-Income 
renters got caught In the crossfire. The 
core of the problem Is this: there are few 
paths for grassroots activists to get 
Involved In public policy planning, and 
few public policy professionals get 
Involved with grassroots activists. 
Joanne Spear Is director of the 
Community Leadership Institute, an 
outreach of the University of Southern 
Maine. Founded five years ago, the "CLI" 
attempts to bridge the gap between 
shirtsleeve volunteer activists and the 
complexities of leadership In the public 
realm. Scholarships are available for the 
January-tO-May series of evening and 
weekend seminars, which are open to 
anyone who aspires to be more actively 
Involved In public leadership. 
What Is the Community 
Leadership Institute? 
The CLI is an educational program designed 
for people who are already involved as volun-
teers, and who want to take on greater respon-
sibility and leadership roles in their communi-
ties. To do that, these active volunteers are 
looking for preparatiOn that will enable them to 
take the next step. 
What's the next step? 
It is different for each person. It could be 
chairmanship of a board. It coulQ be an elected 
position - we've had a couple of CLI graduates 
go on to become mayors - it could be any par-
ticular role that for them represents a next step 
in their community service. 
Who are they? Who attends the CLI? 
They come for different reasons. We had one 
person, for instance, whp X"a~ a one-issue 
person. H~ was interested in Zero Population 
Growth and he had don1! a 1St' of organizing at 
the grassroots level. He came with that issue in 
mind and left with a much broader picture of 
what community leadership is all about, 
because he was exposed to people with lots of 
different backgrounds and different concerns. 
But that is not the majority experience. We've 
had people who have had long histories of 
working on boards and commissions and 
committees and who were ready to move on to 
some kind of elected position. We've had some 
people who were paid staff at nonprofit organi-
zations. We've had people who work for area 
corporations and whose organizations were 
trying to encourage them to become more 
involved in community activities. 
How does the CLI encompass those 
Ideas? I Imagine the goals of such diverse 
students could come Into conflict; 
Diversity is very important to the program, 
and one of the things that makes the program 
work for people. Some individuals come to CLI 
with very, very different personal goals. Some 
may have come in with a rather fuzzy ideas 
about wanting to to something but not knowing 
how - or what - it is they want to do. 
Part of what happens at CLI is that they 
sharpen their focus. Another part is that they 
learn how to work with other points of view 
and find common ground. This diversity of the 
group and the differing ideas and opinions is 
one of the things that makes it work. 
How did CLI get started? 
The idea came to me from Peg Brown, who is 
now our director of development here. She had 
been executive director of a leadership institute 
in Indiana. As a newcomer to Portland, she 
brought the idea to me. I was very excited at the 
concept and and hired her as a consultant to 
design a survey, which showed a great deal of 
interest in the idea. So we began to plan it. 
It's a nights and weekends thing •.• 
The opening retreat is an overnight, a Friday 
.' and Saturday. There are two other day-long 
workshops and the evening sessions. 
Most of these people have jobs, they have 
other commitments. In most cases this grows 
oul of peoples' volunteer responsibilities rather 
than their work responsibilities. Therefore it 
needs to be something they can do on their own 
time. 
So what Is It that brings them to CLI? 
What do they have In common? 
Commitment. The only thing all these people 
have in common is an incredible commitment. 
A desire to give something back to the commu-
nity. 
That's one thing that occurs more frequently 
in Maine ... I think it's because of the kind of 
people who choose to live here, to stay here, to 
move here. They are concerned about what is 
going to happen to the state. 
What does CLI teach them? How does It 
prepare them for their next steps? 
Well, it is hard to define leadership. But the 
emphasis of the program is beyond competence 
and managing - toward really becoming a 
visionary, toward being able to see things in the 
large picture, particularly the regional picture. 
That visionary role is an important one, and 
then that is backed up by the very practical 
skills of being able to persuade people: persua-
sive speaking. presentation skills, conflict 
resolution, being able to lead and work effec-
tively with groups. 
This kind of information is not easily found, 
particularly with in the context of community 
leadership. 
So you're not trying to teach the values, 
but the process of getting things done? 
There is a big emphasis on process. But the 
program was designed around a balance of 
skills: personal development as well as issues. 
We try very hard to maintain that balance. 
From the beginning we've worked closely 
with the Public Policy and Management 
graduate program at USM. One of their profes-
sors is our faculty advisor. The curriculum 
takes advantage of that resource. For instance, 
this time the CLI stndents will write case 
studies analyzing problems from their commu-
nities. 
So there is real substance there, and we 
balance that with stepping back and looking at 
the process of what they are doing at the same 
time. They are focusing on content and issues, 
and at the same time reflecting on and observ-
ing the process. It's this combination that we 
think is unusual. 
Issues and process are unusual subjects 
for a state university? 
(Laughter) How to get things done is. How 
to work with a group and help lead that group 
to accomplish a task. The variety of strategies 
that we focus on in CLI are difficult to find in 
other ways or learn in other ways because 
they're not taught in most schools. Experience is 
the best teacher of these things, and our com-
munity leaders who are the faculty in CLI are 
marvelous resources for that. 
This interview was conducted by Casco Bay Weekly editor 







Bob Philbrook & Pat Ordway: 
Rent control: an answer to 
spiraling housing costs? 
Portland's housing problem Is not that 
enough apartments aren't available. It's 
that enough aren't affordable. 
Port landers fork over an average of 30 
percent of their Income toward rent, 
even though an estimated 10 percent of 
Portland apartments are vacant. 
Bob Philbrook Is the director and Pat 
Ordway Is the president of We Who Care, 
a Portland advocacy group for low-
Income and homeless people. They say 
that the time for rent control Is ripe In 
Portland. Limiting how much and how 
frequently landlords Jack up rent would 
free up a higher percentage of tenant 
Income for necessities other than shelter. 
With rent control, the assistance that 
low-Income people receive would go 
farther and some of Portland's estimated 
350 homeless people could afford 
apartments, Philbrook and Ordway say. 
Rent control ordinances are now In 
effect In Cambridge, Mass., San 
Francisco, Calif., Philadelphia, Penn. and 
New York City. The Portland Housing 
Committee 15 trying to decide whether a 
housing crisis exists In Portland - and If 
rent control could help resolve that 
crisis. 
Is rent control a new Idea In Portland? 
Bob: The struggle for rent control is not 
really new. Back in the '70s, We Who Care 
worked with the Department of Human 
Services on housing issues. We tried very hard 
to support tenants' rights groups, But landlords 
clearly had the upper hand and there was no 
way we could get public support for that sort of 
thing. What those people tried to do that at that 
time under those conditions took a terrible 
beating. Now times are different. 
How are times different? 
Bob: We have a better chance now because 
the city itself is responsible for paying for the 
apartments for nearly 1,600 families. The city is 
being gouged very deeply by landlords because 
the city is putting up money to put low-income 
people in apartments. Usually the person has 
some other assistance but now the city pays 100 
percent of many rents. The city is made to pay 
exorbitant rents for sometimes bad apartments. 
Two years ago, the city paid $1.7 million for 
rental housing. This year they're paying $2.3 
million. 
Pat: There aren't as many affordable rents 
now even though the assistance people get 
increases periodically. 
Why don't IncreMes In assistance make 
the apartments more affordable? 
Pat: The minute the girl gets that raise in 
AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren) or 5SI (Social Security Insurance) money, 
the landlord knows those checks go up. And so 
the rent goes up. 
Bob: Landlords cue in to any kind of an 
increase of income across the board to a large 
number of people and use it as an excuse to go 
up on the rent. And since the prices of utilities, 
food, and everything that a person needs to 
survive oil go up also, the person that got that 
little increase then roses even more. The land-
lord is in total control. We Who Care has 
always disagreed with doing that. There ought 
to be a balance of contrpl between the tenant 
and the landlord. 
Who Is least receptive to rent control? 
Pat: The landlords! Especially the way the 
real slumlords operate. They're really taking a 
lot of city welfare money and paying for 
deposits and rents that a girl really needs to 
survive the rest of the month with. There's no 
luxuries for her little child to have brand new 
clothing, shoes, or anything because the mother 
cannot afford it. She needs to keep the roof over 
their head. 
Paying for deposits? 
Bob: There used to be an und~rstanding that 
if you wanted an apartment, you'd pay a month 
in advance. But now you have to pay not only a 
security deposit and a month in advance but 
also the very month that you leave. So your 
asked to be pay three months rent just to get an 
apartment. Now we're talking about anyw"here 
from $1,200-$1,500 just to find an apartment. So 
. there's a lot of maneuvering going on by the 
landlords that is decidedly at the disinterest of 
poor people. Part of why you have so many 
homeless people on the street is because they 
can't get enough money together to get an 
apartment. 
So rent control could help homeless 
people? 
Bob: Perhaps part of the rent control measure 
could say that you just couldn't charge so much 
up front to get into the apartment. That would 
certainly help the homeless a great deal. And a 
lot of peopie become homeless ~ause the rent 
they have to pay increases so much they can't 
pay it. If that would stabilize, they wouldn't 
have to get out. 
Would rent control In Portland be city-
wide or would some apartments be 
pinpointed? 
Bob: That's one of the issues we have to 
decide on. You can have a rent control over the 
whole city - calling a moratorium in which no 
rents can go up unless somebody figures out a 
justified level that you can increase every year. 
\ Or you decide what a person pays for rent 
according to what their income is. And if a 
person's income is real low, you don't just go 
jacking the rents up all the time because you're 
going to drive them out. 
Couldn't rent control lead slumlords to 
Invest even less In shabby buildings? 
Bob: That's one of.the stumbling blocks that 
we have. If a landlord sees he can't get the 
income that he wants, he may retaliate in an 
economic way by saying that "I'm not going to 
improve the apartments either." We've been 
maintaining that there is little improvement to 
many apartments anyway. And if they're 
overcharging for their rents and then they 
aren't improving the properties, then somebody 
is making an awful lot of money. We know 
some landlords are really cleaning up. And 
they're cleaning up on the backs of the poor. 
And that's certainly excuse enough to develop a 
rent-control measure. 
What's your biggest hurdle? 
Pat: Getting people together around the 
housing issue. And proving to the bureaucracy 
that it's time, It needs the study and we need to 
enforce these landlords so they ~n't continue 
doing what they're doing, But I think we really 
can pull it off. 
This intervi= was conducted by Casco Bay Weekly 
reporter Andy Newman, who once molid into Q basDnqlt 
ilptlrtment because he thought it would keep his rent from 




ATIENTION ALL PARENTS! 
ATIENTION ALL CHILDREN! 
HOW TO BEA 
POSITIVE "I CAN"PERSON 
Check the following Cable TV listings 
for a quality program on 
Drug Education lor both 
parents and children. 
TOWNS: CHANNEL: DATE & 
























After viewing tIlis program, you too will be a 
positive "I CAN" person. Your comments are 
welcome. This program sponsored by 
Anheuser·Busch Consumer Awareness and 
Education Division and presented byNational 
Distributors. Inc .• So. Portland. Maine. 
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OPEN EVERY DAY 
372 Fore Street • Old Port 
Portland • 773-6884 
15% OFF anyone in·stock item · 







9 FODEN RD. 
SO. PORTLAND· 775-4312 
ACROSS FROM UPS 
OPEN DAILY 
THURSDAYS 'TIL 8 
SUNDAY12-4 
, 2 Casco Bay Weekly 
BLACK TIE ... 
distinctive catering 
During the holiday season 
for all your catering needs 
Make Black Tie ... Qequiredl 
M-F 10-6 • SAT 8-2 
870 BROADWAY. SO. PORTLAND· 799-71 19 
874-0000 
18 Monument Square 
That's newspaper talk for 2 column by 2 inch ad. 




a non-profit, nonsectanan 
educational organization for the,----r--
development of body, mind & spirit . 
Store & Resource Center 
MWF 11.lPM; M, Th, F 5·7PM, Sat 1l·2PM 
Books, Music I Drums & Incense from various 
Native American & Earth Wisdom traditions 
Open House, Wed. Jan. 3rd 7PM 
With a Martial Arts Demonstration at 7: 30 
Martial Arts Program 
Based on the principles of the enlightened warrior. 
Reduced fees for couples & families . 
M-Th6-7 PM· Wed Noon·lPM 
81 Ocean St., So.Portland, ME 04106 
(207) 767-4707/2349 
rap Up Your 
Christmas Shopping 
with a \'\bol Sweater 
from Sisley Benetton 
30% OFF ALL SISLEY 
WOOL SWEATERS 





We have everything you need • 
eaJy for your holiday enterralOing l We are. At 
RSVP we have everyth ing you need. From dIps 
and chips, sodas and mixers, party plates and cups, 
.----...... coolers and ice, the states WIdest 
REDEMPTION - SERVICE - VARIETY - PRICE. 
We're RSVP, your one stop party and holiday headquarters! 
Two CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
R.S.V.P. PORTLAND 
887 Forest Avenue 
Portland , Maine 04103 
· 773-8808 · 
R.S.V.P. WESTBROOK 
894 Main S treet 
Westbrook, MalOe 04092 
• 854-1841 • 
Agency Liquor Store 
HOURS: MONDAY. SATURDAY 9 TIL 9 & SUNDAY NOON TIL 9 
HAVE A SAFE AND HApPY HOLIDAY! 
array of beer and wine (non·alco· 
holic too!) , sparklIng champagnes 
and bubbly, all at our low discount 
prices. Kegs and taps are avai lable 
also. Our friend ly 1Ittendents will 
assIst you WIth your purchases to 
your car,and you' ll always be trea ted 
with holiday cheer and a warm smile 
at RSVP - what a great idea!' 
A ll beverages at RSVP are low 
prIced yea r round· from beer and 
wine to soJa and mixers. Plus there 
are super speCIa ls. For example: 
_
\ . Almaden Wine Cask 
" I. 4 liter Bag.ln-Box 
Only $7.85 
~ Rolling Rock Beer 
~ 12 pack bottles 
Only $6.99 
Coca.Cola Classic 
24 pack cans 
Only $6.99 
~ Chateau St. Michelle 
~ Fume Blanc 750ml 
Only $6.45 
fdMtfJC1 
6 pack bottles 
Only $4.79 
Rjunite 
1.5 liter bottles 
Only $4.99 
Canada Dry Ginger Ale 
Pepsi and Coca·Cola 
2 liter Only $ .99 
P epsi & Coke expire 12/27 
Subject 10 product 






by Brenda Chandler 
Expecting the unknown 
Christmas stranger 
1bere's an old custom at Ouistmastide that 
rang some beUs with me when I came across it 
recently ina book. The custom is that of setting a 
specia1 place at the table for anyone who might 
happen to knock at the door that night. The 
image of that open placesetting,quietin the thick 
of our IIII!!riment, a plate bright on the damask, 
appeals to me. I like the thought of someone 
coming in to us from the night. I like the thought 
ofgivingfoodandlightand wamUh,andsharing 
words with a strangeI', news. 
Although we have yet to make this free place 
setting a tradition at our table, there are more 
ways in which we have entertained strangers. 
There are, of course, the actual strangers, and 
of these my family has had some experience. I 
should explain first thatOrrisbnasattheTubby's 
isNorman-RockweIlishbutwitha twistor two of 
oddity. We are loaded with quiet (and not so 
quiet) eccentrics, young and old, and the level of 
humor can be dangerous. Were cohesive in a 
disparate kind of way. Into this mix we once 
dropped Joe's nephew from California. He sat 
stiff (scared, I think) for the greater part of the 
afternoon, until mybrother'seggnoganddaugh-
ters wanned him up. 
Then, too, my father likes to bring in strays. 
Once it was an aspiring young poet who liked to 
let people know that an Italian contessa was his 
patronand thathewassoughtafterin Verona (or 
wherever). He thought hugely of himself. 
Smoothing back long blond locks and lifting his 
pro6Ie to the room,. he ignored the more natural 
appeal (to us) of turkey bones and steamingpies 
and pm eeded 10 di'lClaim across the linen. in 
DIIelerai rhyme, about Grecian gods and m0un-
taintops and the stadt light 01 aympian vision.. 
Our forks and knives dinked lightly but, too 
c:aptiwan audience. we chUed under his seIf-
poulOtion. 
Another time it was a middle-aged Indian 
from Bombay. He was a busirw::&J ..... I think. 
who bad soolellow found his way into our wild 
IlOIthem woods. My father IIDught he might 
enjoy the warmth 01 our dan at 0uisImIs. We 
may hoe been a little too ~ This poorman 
began the eveningarrogandyenougb. Badtstiff. 
he wanted to impess and he kIId 01 royally 
appointed trains and important people and 
businessdeaJs. ButtheaftenklOllwweonand,as 
usuaDy happens when we gather, the laughter 
and noise and jl5hing became raucous.. We in-
cluded him in our jumble but the man grew 
silenter by the minuleuntil finally hecbose only 
to sitand watdl.hisdarkface still, his back to the 
wan in a far comer. 
~occasinnfamilyitselfhassoodimesgiwn 
us strangers, like my niece, wboshowedup with 
0I1e hlJfolhergoldenhairdyed bladtandcouse 
and 0I1e half shawn. or my nephew who had 
sbom thewealthofhishairasdosetoblldnessas 
he could manage. 
One bitter Orrisbnas my sister and her hus-
band announced their pIans for divorce. and we 
found suddenly that wedidn't know them at all. 
The news shocked. To us they seemed happy, at 
ease together, the picture-perfect couple for the 
manyyearsoftheirmarriage. Atdinnerand after 
the family was at a loss as if Ida Amin had 
plumped himself down with a laugh in our 
midst. Conversation started up, sputtered and 
stopped. Wepaidcloseattentionto thepoolingof 
our gravy and our mashed potatoes. We tried 
easy subjects and discovered, finally, that there 
were none. 
My husband gave us our stranger one Christ· 
mas. We sat elbow to elbow at the table and still 
I didn't feel the transfonnation come over him. 
Conversation wastheusual brouhaha,mybrother 
stirring things up, my sisters adding heat, and 
manyniecesand nephews pinchesof spice, when 
suddenly next to me piped up a deliberate, ac-
cenled voice. JuliaOlild itwas,and Julia OUldit 
remained for the rest of the evening. She was 
witty. She pontificated. "Save the liver," she (he) 
told us. "You must never throw the liver away." 
Thedebate, as I recall, was how to cook a Tubby. 
My mother had tears in her eyes. My husband 
has yet to liveitdown. TheOuistmasfeast is, for 
us, often a rediscovery. The intel'Vming year 
cbangesmanyofus,especiaIlytheyoungerones. 
The are old roles, too, but food and drink unlock 
the new. We greet both. 
Althoughthecustomoftheextra pacesetting 
isnotwidtspeadinAmeria. there is the similar 
tradition 01 setting out milk and rookies by the 
cbimney for Santa Oaus. Looked at doseIy 
enough.. most of out Ouisbnas rilles are them-
selves sIraIIgers. This one. 1iIre many, spriup 
frompaganorigins. IntimeswhenOu:islianity's 
hoIdonthewurld'simagination was wmker,the 
belief held. that in these daftest days 01 winIIer 
supernatural beings and demons roamed about 
looking to wreak a 1ittJebawc. AandiIag toone 
book. "thecbimneyistheirfawriteentranceinto 
the house.. To pacify them and to diotaid them 
from lawiillSo houseboJders set out bI.,mag 
bits. now ourtlais for Santa. 
Wdh out potpourri 01 rilles (the tree, theholly, 
the YuleJog, tbecandIes" the giviogol gifts), we 
invite not only Oarist (whose day this is pD'-
paned to be) butFreyr and his buD GuDinbursti. 
and Odin with his sacred fir, and those woody 
spiritsoithedruids.andSatumusoftheSatumr 
lia, And Kris KringIe. and Mitbrasof the unc:o~ 
querabIe sun, and more. Wewopened tbedoor 
to a aowd of 1.Dlknowns. I say welcome. 
This year I understand we1l be 16 at Quist-
mas dinner. The 17th place will be for you. 
wbuever you might be 
Supper Specials 
Vegetarian specials made 
from the finest 
natural ingredients 
t, 
Monul'l'leflt Way .. Monument $qua,. _, __ (207) 772-7299 
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An the taste, none of the guil~ 
Specialty pies made to order. 
This holiday season bring today's healthy 
dessert to your special gathering. 
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
"YCBY.t9 
n.~..",...,. 
313 US Roule 1, 
A Panoramic View 
of Casco Bay 
NEW YEAR'S EVE 
DINNER 
RESERVE NOW 
~",,,,tinl":::' at 5:30/6:00 and 7·'Cl.n/l'l 
Call Claudine at 781-4262 
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS 
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Rt. 88 Falmouth Foreside 781-4262 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. Open 11 :30-9, Sun. Brunch 11:30 - 3 
AminI<> Parking 
92 Exchange Street 
Portland. Maine 04101 
Phone Tl-LOCOS 
Open 7 Days a week. 
• Now that the season is 
upon us, there are still a few 
chances to hear Christmas 
music. Douglas Rafter, a 
former municipal organist, 
performs a concert on the 
famed Kotzschmar organ in 
Portland City Hall Audito-
rium. The program includes 
Christmas music by Bach and 
Guilmant and concludes with 
the Christmas song-along 
Rafter was known for when 
he was a regular at City Hall. 
Showtime is 7:30 p.m. The 
concert is free and open to the 
public, but donations to the 
Friends of the Kotzschmar 
Organ will be graciously 
accepted. 
• Collegium Musicum of 
USM performs a concert of 
medieval and traditional 
Christmas music at 8 p.m. at 
the Immanuel Baptist Church, 
156 High St., Portland. The 
singers are USM students and 
faculty, including soloists Lisa 
Graf, Madeleine Hanna and 
Bruce Fithian. Admission is $3 
at the door and the concert is 
free for children under 12. For 
more information, call 780-
5256. 
• Move over Chicago and 
make room for Portland: Two 
nights of local blues are 
scheduled at Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave., Portland. To-
night, R.c. & the Revolvers 
and Yo Cats take the stage. 
Tomorrow, Blue Genes and 
The Mark Miller Band strut 
their Eastern stuff. Admission 
is only $2 each night, and it's 
free to members of the South-
ern Maine Blues SOCiety. For 
more information, call 773-
6886. 
• Holiday action alert: A 
demonstration against U.S. 
aid to EI Salvador is sched-
uled at George Bush's Maine 
abode at Walkers Point in 
Kennebunkport. Carpools 
Dorothy Jungles Dance Theater 
performs at New Year's Portland. 
leave from the People's 
Building, 155 Brackett St., 
Portland. Rally at the First 
Parish Unitarian Church in 
Kennebunk at 12 noon; the 
march begins at 1:30 p.m. 
Snow date is Dec. 30. The rally 
and march is sponsored by 
P AUSICA and The Maine 
Coalition for Peace and Justice 
in Central America. For more 
information, call 773-7873. 
• A few volunteers are still 
needed to help wrap gifts at 
the Maine and Windham 
malls. This annual fundraiser 
for the American Cancer 
Society supports research, 
education and services to 
cancer patients. If you are 
done with the shopping and 
have some time left to volun-
teer, call the American Cancer 
Society at 775-5809 or Maria 
Bellesteros at 761-1873 in the 
evenings. They still need lots 
of folks for the Windham gig. 
• Still stuffed? Two state 
parks have groomed trails for 
cross-country skiers, and 
they're open all hours every-
day. Bradbury Mountain State 
Park in Pownell (688-4712) 
and Sebago Lake State Park 
(693-6231) have officially 
sanctioned trails for folks who 
are tired of sitting around 
inside. 
• Following Portland's 
recent infatuation with pho-
tography, Payson Gallery of 
Art at Westbrook College is 
showing selections from the 
college's photography collec-
tion (and selections from the 
Permanent Collection) 
through Feb. 11. The exhibit 
opens today at the gallery at 
716 Stevens Ave., Portland. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday-
Friday 10 a.m.-4 p.m. (Thurs-
day until 9), Saturday-Sunday 
1-5 p.m. For more informa-
tion, call 797-9546. 
~ 
I· • • 
• Maine's first rap show 
ever takes place tonight at 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Port-
land. In the spirit of the ever-
controversial Public Enemy 
and N.W.A., Schooly D, raps 
about life as he sees it without 
bothering to edit his commen-
tary. Tonight, he shares the 
bill with the two-man rap 
group Black Male. The all-
ages show begins at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $9 in advance. For 
more information, call 773-
6886. 
• The last time O.J. Ekem- · 
ode & the Nigerian All-Stars 
were scheduled to come to 
town, the Afrobeat band had a 
bus aCCident, which landed all 
of the players in the hospital. 
Tonight, they're expected for 
an 8 p.m. show at Zootz, 
Forest Ave., Portland. 
O.J. Ekemode, Wendy Wall, 
Clearence "Gatemouth" Brown 
and Schoolly D. offer an 
eclectic assortment of music. 
See Dec. 29,30 and 31. ,' •• 
Casco Bay Weekly will not publish Dec. 28. 
This week's 10.day CALENDAR offers 
the best of the next 17 days. 
Some days have been left out. Don't panic. 
By the time the next 10·day CALENDAR is 
published on Jan. 4, there will be so much 
to do you'll be glad you took it easy this week. 
THIRD ANNUAL 
CREATIVE 
BLACK & WHITE 
COSTUME BALL 
New Year's Eve, Dec. 31 
OPEN 'TIL 3 AM • 
stop by after .t 
New Year's Portland 
$1 OFF with 
black & white outfit 
. ' .. . . .. . 
THE MOVIES 
DEC 20-24 WED-SAT 7,9 
, SAT-SUN MAT 1 j LA lfarucE 
(TII~ k£AOE:R) 
, DEC 24-26 Mo~l!;Uttn 
The Story of Adele H. 
DEC 27-31 [ill WED·SAT 7:15, 9 SAT-SUN MAT 1 
Women On The Verge Of 
A Nervous Breakdown 
DEC ~ SAT-SUN MAT 2:45 
JAN.~~.-TUES. 7,9 
~ ~ Please note: Wilibe closed Chlistmas eve. 
10 Exchon St. Portland 772·9600 
Ekemode and his band were a 
sensation two years back at 
I New Years/Portland. The Nigerian music embraces a 
diversity of styles - juju, 
reggae and other rhythmic 
sounds of Africa. Tickets are 
$8 and they'll be going fast, 
but not faster than feet will 
move tonight. For more infor-
mation, call 773-8187. 
• The biggest bash in town 
in New Years/Portland, the 
annual fest held in various 
locations throughout down-
town Portland. Admission to 
a day and night of fabulous 
entertainment, including 
national acts, folk arts, Maine 
performers and a taste of the 
avant-garde, is only $7.50 in 
advance, $9 on the day of the 
show. Tickets are available at 
in advance Shop 'N Save, One 
City Center and Portland 
Wine and Cheese and today at 
all the New Years/Portland 
venues. For a complete sched-
Take Out 
772.0360 
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland 
ule of events and the scoop on 
some of the more obscure 
offerings, see page >t •• 
• Two headliners alternate 
sets on the stage at Portland 
City Hall. The master of Texas 
swing and blues, Clarence 
Gatemouth Brown, returns to 
Portland for two shows of 
blues that will make it diffi-
cult to stay seated. Gatemouth 
has been playing for audi-
ences around the world for 
over 35 years. Described as 
the father of "show guitar," 
Mr. Frank Zappa, himself, 
cites him as an influence. 
• Also at City Hall tonight 
will be Wendy Hall, who is 
making her Portland debut. 
The singer and guitarist is 
from the new generation of 
folk rock performers coming 
out of Greenwich Village. The 
New York Daily News wrote, 
"Her songs are brilliantly 
performed and conceived 
with lyrics worthy of a novel-
ist, memorable, melodic hooks 
and an intoxicating fervor." 
• Isn't is swell to be here 
for the last decade of the mil-
lennium? 
Serving the lin est quality take-out 
food available. Featuring homemade 
pasta & sauces, specialty pizzas, 
sandwiches and much more! 
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland 
Mon.· Thurs. 11·10 pm 
Fri. & Sat. 11·Midnight· Closed Sunday 
Gall 774-7414 
• Go bowling ... Or stay at 
home and watch college boys 
fumble. The four New Years 
Day bowls come in Cotton, 
Sugar, Rose and Orange. 
Arkansas and Nebraska bang 
heads in the Cotton. Miami 
and Alabama go to battle in 
the Sugar. If Woody Hayes 
were still with us, we'd know 
who he'd be rooting for in the 
Rose Bowl in which Michigan 
coach Bo Schembecler's 
coaches his last game today 
against USC. 
• But CBW sports writer 
Mike Quinn says the game to 
watch is the Orange Bowl, 
where Notre Dame takes on 
undefeated Colorado for the 
national title. Besides, Quinny 
hates Miami and he'd rather 
sleep in. 
• Maine Audubon Society 
is looking for people inter-
ested in training to become 
volunteer guides for the 
Sodety's annual winter walks 
program at the Gilsland 
Farm Sanctuary in Fal-
mouth. Training for vol-





• Two South African plays 
open tonight at the Portland 
Performing Arts Center. The 
plays, "Sizwe Banzi" and 
"The Island," are a collabora-
tion between the white South 
African playwright Athol 
Fugard and the black play-
wrights and actors John Kani 
and Winston Ntshona. Fugard 
helped form the black theater 
group The Serpent Players in 
1953. "Sizwe Banzi" was first 
produced in Cape Town in 
1972. The play, an indictment 
of South Africa's pass laws, is 
about a black man who steals 
a dead man's offidal papers 
so he can support his family. 
The second play, "The Is-
land," focuses on two political 
prisoners who share a cell on 
Robbin Island, a prison where 
several members of The 
Serpent Players were sent for 
their connection with the 
theater group. 
Performances are tonight at 
7:30 p.m., Fridays at 8 p.m., 
Saturdays at 5 p.m., Sundays 
at 2 p.m., and Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. 
through Jan. 21. For ticket 
information, call 774-0465. 
R rd 11 d CO' • 
Nobody Says Christmas Should Cost You Extra 
10 Exchange St_ • Lower Level. Old Port. Portland 
1 6 Useo Ilay Weekly 
G£T YOUR N£W Y£AR'S fW 
5UPPLlE.5 AT 
OLD PORT GENERAL STORE 
PIZZA' SANDWICHES' DAILY SPECIALS 
BEER' WINE' CHAMPAGNE 
IN THE OLD PORT e 30 MARKET STREET 
772- 7171 'OPEN WEEKNIGHTS 'TIL 10 PM. WEEKENDS 'TIL 2 AM! 
undoubtedly 
portland's f"mest pizza 
and steak sandwiches. 
GALA NEW YEAR'S EVE 
CELEBRATION 
§~ N~ lY<e:m'~ JE\?(e M<elllllIll 
After dinner celebrate with 
'Sl~ev'e HoweU & The Wllll1)~~~ 
BRUNO'~33 INDIA ST. U~;~ 
"""D«-:=.~::...::~:rn:=Pri"'---'---
D«. H Ikl~ Ghost·Pat]d 
D«. 17 a.w!'; lliro: 1"01\)' 
D«. l9~30 rneOub· YorollDutil,NII 
D«.31 Altbtdlit· Pri,,~ 
J ... 3 R>wl~ Dance PaJIj 
JlA. sH 8rum~ 1i<3U1!!L'l' J\xtIJnd 
JlD.1l Ho~ Ghost·1'<I!bnd 
JlD.13 1'allm!00b (ev, .)· 1'Ii'r.' 
Dry M· 
boul's Dance PaJIj 
W XAN · SIru (landyJlJ'Iwsln's) 
8rum~ 
RW's Dance PaJIj 
E2&le III !We . Jackson, NI l 
N Ili>mI yadtt Can<n\IOO . Scwp<xt. II 









SPRING POINT CAFE 
S. Portland 
Fri. & Set. .len ts-e 
THE MANOR 
W.-vIIIe 
Fri. & 8et. .,.,. 11-20 
~... ...~ ... 
Compiled fly Ann Sitomer 
Llet ... __ t 1M _eIved In wrItI ... ~ 12 __ t ... Friday prior to puWlcaUon. 
Ann .a-. Caaco .. ,. W.....,.. 187 ca.rtl ....... Ji'OrtIllnd 04102 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
All Doge Go To Ho_ Animated 
featured by Don Bluth ('An American 
T ailj is about a Goonan shepherd with 
a aiminal past, who goes ID doggKI 
heawn and returns to Ear1h to help an 
orphaned girl. Burt Reynolds dubs the 
doggie's voice. Dom Deluise and 
Charles Nelson Reilly also have voice 
parts. 
Alwara Steven Spielberg's holiday of-
fering sIal'S Holly Hunter IDI Richard 
Dreyfuss. The movie is fantasy-adven--
tu ... about a pilot who lies in a crash 
and ... turns as a ghost to help another 
pilot. 
The UtIle IIonnaid Animated Walt 
Disney feature based on the Hans 
Christian Anderson slDry about a mer-
maid who falls for a human prince. 
Look Who'. TaW .. John Travolta 
makes a comeback in this movie. He 
plays a cabbie who is a candidate for 
dad of Kirstie ,\Iey's baby. The baby's 
savvy sensibilities are communicated 
with Bruce W~lis' voice. 
Prancer Children's movie about a 
young girt who tries ID help a wounded 
reindeersheberl9vesbeiongstoSanta 
Sho-DovIl is about two women in love 
with the same mal. Roseanne Barr 
plays overweight housewife Ruth 
Palchet who is manied ID a! ambi-
tious C.P.A. named Bob (Ed Begley Jf. 
of "Sl Elsewherej. Meryl SImep plays 
best-selling romance writer Mary 
Fisher. Bob and Mary meet. Bob wants 
Mary - body and finances. Mary wants 
ID conduct IIIOfII ... search for her ~ 
mance novels. Ruth finds out about it 
alllDlwants IDget8V80. MelytSlreep's 
pertonnance Is the only thing worth 
keeping yoUI' eyes open for. 
• t ............. Thisthll'8lH"....".'laiantktl<Vyte. 
jerker is about a group of Southern 
women who keep !her men in check 
and meet in the local beauty parlor ID 
goss'ap. 
The St...., of A..... H. FranQOis 
Truffauts movie about Victor Hugo's 
daughlBr (Isabelle Adjani) who nwls 
to Halifax 10 search for a British officer 
she loves. The officer no longer loves 
her so she creates a fictional life with 
which she fills her letters home as her 
obsession grows. 
Tango and Cash Sjlivester Stallone 
... turns to prison. This time he'S ac-
companied by Kurt Russel in 1his ac-
tiocH:ornedy about two guys who are 
framed and sent down. 
War of t ... R_ Kathleen Tumor 
and Michael Douglas play a married 
couple in trouble. Danny DeVIto direds 
and nanates the movie. using lots of 
film noir cliches ID add suspense ID the 
plot. Basically. T..-ner's charader fals 
out of low with Douglas and proceeds 
ID make his life hal. The movie has 
some wry fumy moments. but the 
ending 'as rnoraizjng. 
W.· ... lie A ..... The bad boys of 
HoIywood. Robert De Niro IDI Seal 
Pam. team up 'an this movie about a 
pair of ex-<:Ofls who cisguise fIem-
selves as priests . 
The Wbanl appeers ID be a faal,ol&-
length COO1I118ICiaI for a new video toy. 
Fred Savage of tekMsion's "The 
Wonder Yean- plays a kidwhowwols 
ID help ms lillie brother CXIfIqI8' the 
•• lId dCaloisalabulousmovieabout 
two fabulous women. Marianne Sage-
brecht plays a Goonan IDUrist who 
leaves her husband while diving 
through the Mojave desert. CCH Poun-
der plays a calelmotel owner with her 
own family troubles. The two meet up 
...... _________ ---" kingdom of video garMS. 
w __ t ... V ..... ot ........ 
ar-IuiownPedroAldomovar's least 
shocking and therefore most popular 
movieSlarSCarmen Malnasawomen 
whose aff_ with a married man 'as 
coming to an end. She. and aI the 
otherwomen In the movie ..... drNoo to 
the edge by the men in the'ar lite. The 
movie is a delight and although irs not 
AIdomo_ best, irs a WOfICiId.tI inlrO-
ducIion ID his stuff. 
at Bagdad Cafe. Sagebr'echt wants ID 
fit in (ewn if she does hate the coffee) 
and Pounder wwots nothing ID do with 
the fore'agner (even if she does help out 
around the cafe). By the end of the 
movie the women are friends and they 
al1l happy. Although the ending is a bit 
sugary. the characters' and the plots 
idiosyncrasies are truly engagil]g. 
Back to the Futu .... Part II Doc 
Brown's time machine takes Michael J. 
Fox through lime once more; this lime 
he nvels into the tutu .... Fox and his 
eccentric scienlist friend (Ctvistopher 
Lloyd) attemPt to play with fate. 
.lazo Paul Newman plays Governor 
Earl Long. the fast of LouisNlna's dy-
nasty of Longs. who was atladled by . 
his poIiticaf foes and the press 0_ his 
affU with the stripper Blaze SIarr. The 
movie is one ot the more enlef1lining of 
the _son. P.II Newman's characIIIIr 
is rough. pitifullDl sexy. Lolita Davido-
vich is as sultry as a LoUs'aana night A 
wonderfIA sound tracks reminds us thai 
on Bourbon Street and in the bayous of 
. Louisiana. . 
ca ......... Vacation Chevy Chase 
... 1UmS as CIaI1I Griswold, who riel to 
create the perfeclhoIiday for his family. 
The movie also sta'S ~ Quaid as 
the slob couskI IDI BevefIY D' Angefo 
as Mom. ; 
CrIIMo and .... 1 ...... - Martn 
lJIndaupfays aprominentophthalrnolo-
gist who smnges the murdur of his 
rni5Ires& (Angelica HuSlDn). becaIIe 
he can't hK:e acIm'atling his Mldisa'e-
lions ID his wife. Woody Allan playa a 
doa.menIIUY tkn mailer. who wants to 
cheal on his wife and he doesn'canI if 
his wife finds out Alan takes WideIty 
and uses il as a sounding boaId for a 
v.ieIy of points of views about eIhic:a 
and. of 00In8. plenty ofaplOlllHiners. 
Irs refreshing ID see a mo" by a 
dinK:IDr who clearly knows what he's 
doing. 
F ... IIW ... ___ Sean Connety. 
DuSllW'l Hoffman and Mam- Broder-
'ack play three gelletation of auoks in 
this movie d'ared8d by SichIy I..Lm8l 
The movie is a disappointment. AI 
limes. it looks as it the actors _ about 
ID IaJgh as they deiMir sacdlerine 
ines. The plot talces a long time to get 
oft the ground. Once the ~
for a conflct is complete. it seans the 
movie might get oft the ground. II 
doesn't. . 
.................. Eddy MI*p/)y doesn't 
quite pull It oft as the Ren6Ia_ 
movie man (he WIDII. dinIdId and 
slamld in fl. _), RIchard Pryor co-
... In 1IIIs Mkward p8riod ~ 
about two niII/*kIb ownert ~J:\IrkIIII 
In 1838, __ 0« mi_ up wIii GI"Ii-
...... The pIoIlnvolwl a sling on • 
whitt mobIIIr who RIIIII to IIIUIde In 
on the spalkNsy owned by t.lIrphy 
and .. frienda. AlIG .1Ining RIIdd 
FolCl Ind Della AleJo. 
What's Where 
o __ Clnema. 
MaI ........ 1 ___ 5_ 
774-1022 
"_~2lI 
12. 2:30. 5. ~ (.,J.. Doc 22) _ ............ r--1at 
12:15. 2l45. ~ 725, I:!IO _ .. __1111 
1:15.4.7, 8:30 
l:AS, 4:30. 7:30. 10 
(IIwougII Doc 21) 
12. 2:30, 5. 725, UjO 
(loom Doc 22) 
..-_18) 
12. 225, <:AS, 7:21). 10 I\IInJUgh Doc 211 
1 :30, .. 7. 11:30 (from Doc 22) __ ~1at 
12l45. 3. 5:10. 7:21). 11:30 no...-__ 101 
1. 3:15. 5:15. 7:15, 11:10 _.no._a_1 
12:15, 2:A5, 5:10. 7:30, 10 
Nickelodeon 
,.."..Ind .. _ -
772-lI751 AI_ twwsIh Doc 2lI No-.g _ Doc 24 No _  DocZi 
. _--1111 
1:30.4:15, 7:21). 11:20 '-'" Doc 22) 
~_1111 
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~ oe (JOCk) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
PicI<eIJ St.. S. Ponand 767-46Z1. 
ActM cun- (reggae) Tree Cafe. 45 
DanIDrth St.. Ponand 174-1441. 
...., T ..... (JOCk) MooIe Net, 46 
Marks! St., Ponand 174-5246. 
......... .... (JOCk) Old PortTa-n. 
11 MouIIcn St., Ponand 17~. 
T ............. (JOCk) Spns 81 the 
Manor,700 Man St. S. Patand. 174-
6151 . 
TIna & FlaM a-. (sIIowUWS) UdIt 
¥Me·s. 36 ....,.. St. PadIaId. T13-
4500. 
FRIDAY 12.22 
ILC. & ......... _IDI Y. c.b 
Cbk-l RaW's. 866 ForesI Ave., Part-
land. 773-Q86. 
..... IhcnI \rock/IWWtcII) TreeCale. 
45 DIridI St, PadIaId. 174-1441. 
T_ Cu •• Itccr and Hot Po p ty 
(1UcII) Gena', 13 BrolIn sa.. PadIaId. 
761-2506. 
............. (IUcII)OIdPortT_ 
11 MouIIcn St. PadIaId. 17~. 
Ta •• 11. _ (JOCk) DIy Dock. 84 Com-
naQsI St. Fatand. 773-3550. 
....... (Jock) Spring PainI Cafe, 175 
PicIaI St.. S. Fatand. 767-46'0. 
T ............. (1UcII) SpiriIa 81" 
MInor. 700 ..... St. S. Fatand. 174-
6151. 
LMM AI ....... I11 ..... (jauIswing) 
Holy Gho5t. 29 EJdIwoge sa.. Fatand. 
773-0300. 
heft o.w.r ,....O-ZZ) UIIIe WIll', 
• MIrIIIt sa.. Pa*nd. 77S-45OO. 
SATURDAY 12.23 
~,,".R ....... a. _Ind .... ...... -(~ 
0snD", 13 BrolIn St. PadIaId. 761-
2501. 
.Iuo G.n.s and Th. 
Mark ....... Band (bkJes) RaouI·s. 865 
Forest Ave.. Portland. 773-6886. 
Lars Yoga. (rock) Tree Cafe. 45 Dan-
forth St.. Portland. 174-1441. 
Floatl .. Boa .. (roc:k)OId Port Tavern. 
11 Moultln St. Portland. 1744144. 
The Koptarz (roc:k) Spring Point Cafe. 
175 Pid<etI St.. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
T ... ho ... (roc:k) Dry Dock. 84 Com-
mercial St.. Portland. 773-3550. 
T-'o's .Ig ldoa (rock) Spirits at the 
Manor, 700 Main St.. S. Portiand. 174-
6151. 
Rod LIght Revue (r&b) Holy Ghost, 29 
Exchange St, Por1Iand. 773-0300. 
Scott Oakle,. Trio (jazz) Utile Willie·s. 
36 Mar1Iet $t, Portland. 173-4500. 
MONDAY 12.25 
IIOOFO& the Guy PaM (roc:k) Moose 
AI\ey. 46 Mar1<etSt.. Ponland. 774-5246. 
..I ... 500 (roc:k) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St .• Portland. 774-<l444. 
TUESDAY 12.28 
Activo CuHuro (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth St.. Portland. 774--1441 . 
FabuIo .. Hoavvwolghts (rock) Old 
Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. Portland. 
774-0444. 
Mfchael RalkIn, nm Fo ..... n. and 
Kevin Sho_ (improv comedy) Utile 
Willie's, 36 Market St.. POI1Iand. 713-
4500. 
WEDNESDAY 12.27 
Treehouse (rock) Tree Cafe. 45 Dan-
forth St. , POI1Iand. 774--1441. 
Fabulo .. Heavvwolgh .. (rock) Old 
Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St. POI1Iand. 
774-<l444. 
Tho Boyz (roc:k) T-Bird's. 126 N. Boyd. 
POI1Iand. 773-8040. 
Magazl_ (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 
700 Main St.. S. Portiand. 774-6151 . 
Swinging Hot (songs from the ·40s. 
'50s and '60s) Utile Willie's, 36 Mar1<et 
St.. POI1Iand. 773-4500. 
12.28 
Under FI ... (rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St. 
Ponland. 761 -2506. 
Tho So ... (roc:k) Moose Alley. 46 Mar-
kat St., Portland. 774-5246. 
Tonto's Big ldoa (roc:k) ad Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton SI.. POI1Iand. 774-<1444. 
No R_I Nolghbors (rock) Spring Point 
Cafe. 175 Pickett SI.. S. Portiand. 767-
4627. 
Msgazlne (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 
700 Main St., S. Portland, 774-6151. 
Jaff Cameroon (vocalist) UtIle Willie's. 
36 Market SI.. Portland. 7734500. 
FRIDAY 12.29 
Schoo.,. D & Black Mele (rap) 8 pm 
at Zootz. 31 Forest Ave., POI1Iand. TICk-
ets are $9 in advance. 773-8187. 
Mr. Thing & the Prof_lonaI 
H ..... n .. Ings (funk) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .. POI1Iand_ 773-6886. 
Rockln'VlbratIon(reggae)TreeCafe, 
45 Danlorth St. . POI1Iand. 774-1441 . 
Brok.n Man (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Com-
mercial St., POI1Iand. 773--3550. 
Ux (rock) Geno's. 13 Brown St. Port· 
land. 761 ·2506 . 
Tonto' •• Ig ldoa (rock) ad Port Tav· 
em. ll MoultonSI.. Portland. 7744144. 
Tho So ... (roc:k) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
ket St, Portland. 774-5246. 
No R_I Noighbors(rock) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett St.. S. Portland, 767-
4627. 
Magazl_ (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151 . 
"118111)' Jazz .ond (swingf)8ZZ) Holy 
Ghost. 29 Exchange St. . Portland. T73-
0300. 
Roy Frazoo fjazz) Utile Wili e·s. 36 
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500. 
SATURDAY 12.30 
o.J. Ekomodo and tho Nigerian All 
Stars(AfricanIwortdbeet)8pmatZootz. 
31 ForestAve .• Portland. Ttcketsare$8. 
m~187. 
An Mod C-(rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St.. 
Portland. 761-2506 . 
Mr. ThI.. & tho Prof ... lonal 
H ..... n "Ings (funk) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• POI1Iand. 773-6886. 
Blm Sk.1a Blm(reggaelska) Tree Cafe. 
45 Danforth St., POI1Iand. 774-1441. 
Tonto's Big ldoa (rock) Old Port Tav-
em, 11 Moulton St. POI1Iand. 774-<1444. 
Tho So ... (roc:k) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
kat St.. Portland. 774-5246. 
No R_I Nolghbors(rock)Spring Point 
Cafe. 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-
4627. 
Broken Men (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Com-
mercial St.. Portland. 773--3550. 
Magazine (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main SI.. S. Portland. 774-6151 . 
80118111)' Jazz .and (swing.1azz) Holy 
Ghost, 29 Exchange St. Portiand. T73-
0300. -
SUNDAY 12.31 
W01 Hearts, Boom Shanka and 
Urban C ....... (roc:k). Geno·s. 13 
Brown St, POI1Iand. 761-2506. 
The Inspectors (rock) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
The .ovz (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth 
St.. Portiand. 774--1441 . 
The U ... tt .... (r&b) Holy Ghost. 29 
Exchange SI., Portland. 773-0300. 
St.v. Howall & Tho Wol_ (rock) 
Bruno's, 33 India St.. POI1Iand. T73-
3530. 
The So ... (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Mar-
kat SI.. Portland. 774-5246. 
Wing & A Prayor (roc:k) Old Port Tav-
em, 11 Moulton St.. Portland. 7744144. 
.roken "an (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Com· 
mercial St. Portland. 773--3550. 
T ... house (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 
175 Pickett St .• S. Portland. 767-4627. 
M.gazlne (rock) $p'arits at the Manor. 
700 Main St. . S. Portland. 774-6151. 
Scott Oakley Tolo (jazz) Utile Willie's. 




WInt.r Sol.tlce Calebratlon (tra-
ditional) Traditional English country 
dances by the Fiddler's Reach Morris 
Dancers and a program of music (per-
formed on antique instruments) and 
folklo ... performed by troubadour Robb 
Goldstein trace modern--day holiday 
holiday customs to their pagan roots. 
Performance is at 6 :30 pm at the Port-
land Museum of Art, CongressSquare, 
Portland. Admission is $3.50. Seating 
is limited. TICkets will go on sale at 5 
pm. For mo ... information. call 775-
6148. 
IPE Holiday C.roll .. (carols) Sing-
ers from S. Portland High School sing 
7~ pm outside Porteous on Congress 
Street; Royal River Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines sing 7·8 pm in front of The 
Regency. The Oyster Club and 
Horsefeathers in the Old Port; Singers 
for Scarborough High School sing 7-8 
in the Old Port. For more information. 
call 772-6828 . 
Organ Concort (holiday, etc.) Douglas 
Rafter performs Christmas music by 
Bach and Guilmant among others. 
concluding with a song·along at 7:30 
pm in Portland Cily Hall Auditorium. 
Free and open to the public. but dona-
tions to the Friends of the Kotzschmar 
Organ will be accepted. 
Collelilum Mu.lcum of USM 
(medieval and tradItional Christmas 
music) Ensemble will perfonn sacred 
songs. carols , hymns and folk songs 
from 10-15th century Europe, trouba-
dour songs from Provencal, French 
and Italian folksongs and music from 
the 13th century Spanish Court at8 pm 
at the Immanuel Baptist Church. 156 
High St. , Portland. Admission is $3 at 
the door; free lor children under 12. For 
more inlormation, call 780-5256. 
.a,. Chamber Conc.rts (classicall 
jazz) Music by Bach, Chopin. Debussy 
and a host of jazz favorites performed 
by pianist Leonard Hokanson. clarinet· 
ist Billy Novltck and guitarist Guy Van 
Duser at 7:30 pm in the Rockport Opera 
House. TICkets are $8 for adults, $4 for 
students. For more information. call 
236-2823. 
FRIDAY 12.22 
.a,. Chamber Concorts (ciassicaV 
jazz) Music by Bach. Chopin , Debussy 
and a host of jazz favorites performed 
by pianist Leonard Hokanson. clarinet-
ist Billy Novack and guitarist Guy Van 
Duserat7:30 pm in the Rockport Opera 
House. Tickets aro $8 lor adults. $4 for 
students . For more infonnation. call 
236--2823. 
continued on page !8 
Thank You For Making 
. RAOUL'S 
Maine's #1 Nightclub 
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
9-GADll'~ 
~¢* * /;.~ 
$HAPPY * ~< 
HOLIDAYS! * ~ 
, c::::3- _ ' .-__ "'" 
. <;>~ 
~'" 
A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Union Station Plaza 
Fabulous Food 
from south of the border 
• Manzaritas 
from out Of this world 
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to frio 
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444 
• Tio Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO. ME 
Decemw 21, 1989 17 
WED / DECEMBER 20 
1-p.m .: Barber Duvall presents 
a world premIer 
FONDLE THE HADDOCK 
A Play by Dr. Jones 
10 p .m .: COWBOY ROCK with 
THE COON CATS 
. SpecIal Christmas Party • $5 
SAT I DECEMBER 23 
7 p.m. ' Final Command Performance 
FONDLE THE HADDOCK 




NATIVITY PARTY $3: Dress up 
as your favorite Nativity c~arac-
ter. Prizes for best ! 
THURS / DECEMBER 28 
GREATFUL DEAD FANS 
check out this "best new 
Dead Head group" from 
Burlington, Vermont! $3 
DARK HOLLOW 
FRI/ DECEMBER 29 




1 • C4SCO Bay Wttkly 
Ghost 
Great Ameri can Jazz 
Happy Holidays abacus and a prosperous 
New Year American Crafts 
from our house to yours. 
44 Exchange St. + Portland, ME 04101 
772-4880 
Rock the 90's (? 
in at T-Birds ~~4, 
Sunday, December 31, 198~) j 
Doors Open at 8 p.m. 
Party favors • Champagne Toast 
Midnight Dessert Buffet, !~ 
Pastries & Coffee 
$15.00 per person .t tickets available at: I 
R;~.i ' 
L.f~~rtla.~~~ne · 773-~~_~""""""...,."",~-.~. 
QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING 
- FREE FILM plus 
FREE EXTRA PRINTS 
every day of the week with 
~BIG DEAL! 
Fr~~ film available only on 35mm and 110 orders. 
Don't forget to stock up on film for the holidays! 
L"''''''''!~ TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: CONVENIENT HOURS: 
30 City Center 71 Us. Route 1 Mon - fn 7:30 - 6:00 
Portland Scarborough Sat 9:00 - 1:00 
772-7296 883-7363 
TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS) 
continued from page 17 
ON 
STAGE 
A Child'. ChI1.tm_ In W.I_ .nd 
OtMr .to .... AI Miller and jazz 
musician Brad Terry perform Dylan 
Thomas' narratiw poem with mime 
and music Dec 22 at7 pm, Dec 23 at 2 
pm at the Theater Project, 14 School 
St., Brunswick. Tickets are $5. For in-
formation and reservations, call 729-
8584. 
.Izwo a .... 1 • TM 1.I.nd Two 
South Africa plays by Athol Fugard, 
John Kani and Winston Ntshona par-
formed by the Portiand Stage Com-
pany Jan 2-21 . Preview performa!lOOs 
Jan 2-3 at 7:30 pm. PerfQrmanoe times 
are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm, 
Sat at 5 pm, Sun at 2 pm. For ticket 
inlormation, call 77~465. 
TM Ch .... t_. .t.r Southworth 
Planetarium's annual Christmas show 
olfers seasonal music, special all-sky 
effects and identification 01 wintar con-
stellations. Show schedule is Fri-8un 
at 7 pm throughout December. Admis-
sion is $3 for adults, $2 for children. 
Children under 5 are not admitted. 
(Laser light shows continue at 8:30 pm 
through Dec). For more information, 
call 780-4249. • 
GALA 
Twolfth Night ..... _.1 aonquot 
Gala benel~ for the Rose Window Jan 
5, 7 pm at the Cathedral of St. Luke, 
143 Stal1l St., Portiand. FeslJVlties 
include a performance 01 madrigals by 
the Cathedral Chamber Singers and 
enl1lrtainment by balladeer Reggie B0n-
nin and jesl1lr Alan Tachney. The 
banquet includes venison, turkey, duck 
and rabbit. Costumes are encouraged. 
Reservations are $30 per person, and 
should be made as soon as possible; 
last year's show sold out quickly. To 
regisl1lr call 871~40. 
T_Hth Night R_ol. Fiddlers Reach 
Morris and Sword Dance Team carry 
on their tradtionaJ Twelfth Night oele-
bration which is rooted in the rituals 
and ~lebrations 01 ancient civiliza-
tions Jan 5, 8 pm at the Stal1l Street 
Church, 159 Stal1l St., Portiand. Ad-
mission is $5 for adu~s, $3 for children. 
The Lord of Misrule invil1ls the aud-
ence to join the dancers lor Contra and 
English counlry dancing ~nd to. sh.are 
cake and cider during the Inl1lrmlsslon. 





Port.nd Muoeum of Art Seven C0n-
gress Sq.Jare, Portland. Hours: Tue-
Sat, 1~;Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday 
evenings, 5-9. Carriages and Cult9rs, 
collection 01 carriages and sleighs 
(through Dec 26); Tracitions in Ameri-
can Landscapa (through Mar 11); 
Miniature Inkwells (through Feb 12). 
Great American Comics: 100 Years 01 
Cartoon Art. an exhibitof approximately 
100 original comic lbips drawings, 
tearsheets and other artifacts (Dec 31-
Feb 18). 775-6148. 
ANc .. 0.11017, 44 Exchange St., 
Portiand.l.ee Marraccini Stacked Rings 
on exhibit through Jan 15. Hours: Mon-
Wed 10 am~ pm, ThOoSat at 10 am-g 
pm. m--4880. 
Allen Scott Boob, 89 Exchange St., 
PorUand. Drawings by Charles H. 
Woodbury, 1915-1917 through Jan 6. 
Hours: Men-Sat 11 am~ pm. 774-2190. 
TM Art 0.110" .t all( DoerIng, 
Portiand. 'Spirit of Christmas: an 
exhibition 01 paintings by Betty Lou 
Schlemm through Dec. Hours: Tue-
Sat 11 am-5 pm during the first two 
weeks 01 the month; by appointment 
thereafter. 772-9605. 
a.rrkIotf ~II""', 26 FreeSt., Port-
land. Selected new work by gallery 
artists through Dec 31. 772-5011 . 
a.yvIow Q.IIo", 75 MarketSt., Port-
land. Recent photographs by Neal 
Parent and watercolors by Carol Se-
bold through Dec 30. 773-3007. 
C.lo Alw.p, 47 Middle St., Portland. 
New works on wood by Carol Fosl1lr 
through Feb 6. 774-9399. 
eo-t.1 Worka Exhibit 01 wal1lrcolors 
and paintings by Suzanne Bourassa 
through Jan 28 at Coastal Computer 
Canter, 487 Forest Ave. , Portiand. 
Congroa. Squ.ero Q.llo", 594 Con-
gress St., Portiand. Works by gallery 
artists through Dec: Oils by George 
Van Hook, Theophil Groell, turpantine 
wash by Michael H. Lewis, watercolors 
by Alan Sanborn, oils pasl1lls by Meg 
Brown Payson, pasl1ll by Henry Isaacs, 
woodcuts by Siri Beckman. 774-3369. 
D.ntorth Stroot G.llo", 34 Dan-
forth St., Portiand. Benefit exhibit: 
Works on paper by Salazar through 
Dec 23. Hours: TUErSat 11-5 pm. 775-
6245. 
Doan Volontp. G.no", 60 Hamp-
shire St., Portiand. Six contemporary 
Spanish painters: Antoni Marin, Ter-
esaPicazo, David Sanmiguel, Jodi Mar-
torell, Uda Porcar and Taw through 
Jan 7. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun I-
S pm and by appointment. 772-2042. 
Ev .... C.llo", 7 Pleasant St., Port-
land. Color photographs from the docu-
mentary projec~ Farm Security Ad-
ministration which documents the 
federal assi~tance programs to impov-
erished farm families ravaged by the 
Depression. Photos by Jack Delano, 
Russell lee, Marion Post Wolcott and 
John Vachon are on exhibit through 
Dec 30. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am~ pm, 
Sat 11-5 pm. 879-0042. 
Oallo" t 27, 127 Middle St., Portiand. 
Group show features Eric Green, Alex 
Gnidziejko, Graydon Mayer, John Swan 
and GinaWerfeI through Dec 23. Hours: 
Tue-Fri 12-5 pm, Sat 12-4. 773-3317. 
Greenhut Q.llorf_, t 46 Middle St., 
Portiand. Original artwork bl' IocaJ art-
ists: Anne Gresinger, Connie Hayes, 
Bill Irvine, Jane Dahmen, ChrisNielsen; 
also artwork by nationally known art-
ists Collette, McKnight, Alman and 
Jerenko through Dec 31. Hours: Mon-
Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm, Sun 11 am-5 
pm. 772-2693. 
London'. GI ••• Studio, 142 High 
St. , Portiand. Holiday showcase 01 
uniquely crafted stained glass crea-
tions through Dec 22. Hours: Dally 10 
am-5 pm. 774-2174. 
M.I_ Ponon M.rkot, 376 Fore 
St. , Portiand. Special holiday exhibit by 
gallery artists through Dec 30. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 9 am-9 pm, Sun 1 0 am~ pm. 
774-1633. 
N.ncy M ..... II. 0.110", 367 Fore 
5 ... Portland. Recent work by new 
gallery artists through Dec: D.anlel Hale, 
furniture; Daniel Salisbury, liber; Cher-
les Schwarz, metal; Eleanor McKay, 
metal; Paula Garrett, jewelry; Yoke Hi-
rosawa, glass; Claudia Hollister, cia}'; 
TOI)' Hughes, jewelry; Franane Patti, 
fiber; Suzanne Bucher, jewelry. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 11 anHl 
pm. 775-3822. 
P.y_n C.llo" of Art, Westbrook 
College, 716 Stewns Ave., Portland. 
Selections from the Westbrook Col-
lege Photography Collection and Se-
lections from the Permanent Collec-
tion Dec 27-Feb 11. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 
- 797-9546. 
Port.rId School of Art, 619 Con-
gress St., Portland. The Bexter Gal-
lery: "Faculty Show" through Dec 2~. 
Hours: Men-Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 
7), Sun 11 am-4 pm. The Photo Gal-
lery: 'Zeitraum: Timeperiod" through 
Dec 22. Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 
pm, Fri 8 am-5 pm and Sun 11 am-4 
pm. 775-3052. 
Portl.nd School 01 Art, 97 Spring 
St., Portland. Exhibit of paintings from 
Portiand"s Soviet sister city - City 01 
Archangels through Dec 27. Interested 
people should call ahead to con firm the 
ava"ability of the show since it is l0-
cated in the coIlege'sconferenoe room. 
775-3052. 
.teln 0.110" Contomporary 
QI_, 20 Mlk St., PorUand. Glass 
artwork by Robert Willson through Feb 
28. Mon-Fri 11 am~ pm, Sat 11 am-
5:30 pm, Sun 1-4 pm. 772-9072. 
AREA Q.llo", USM Portiand Cam-
pus Cenl1lr. 'The Southwest: Three 
Views," features the silver print pho-
tography 01 Jane Gilbert, as well as Pat 
Hardy's and Gena ~erfel'~ inl1l!'Preta-
tiona of this region In their paintings 
through Feb 2. Hours: Men-Sat 10 am-
9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 78().4090. 
continued on page 20 
by Dave Marsh 
Rock & roll confidential 
Fighting back 
AFederalCourtgaveBetteMidler$400,OOOin FCC chairman in August. Five more stations 
damages for having her vocal style ripped off by have been formally wamed they are underinves-
a 1986 Ford TV commercial. This is good news tigation, including country-formatted WGrC/ 
not only for Midler, but for Tom Waits, who's South Bend, the target of an organized campaign 
sued Frito-Layfor impersonating him in a Dori- by Indianapolis-based Citizens for Decency in 
tos ad, and Bobby.Darin's estate, which has filed Broadcasting, 
suit clairrling that the hideous "Mac Tonight" The FCC can take care of what is broadcast, 
lifts his "Macklhe Knife," (Curiously, the estates but what about rap and metal, which get little 
of socialist composers Kurt Weill and Bertolt . airplay? Even the pressure of advertiser boycotts 
Brecht have licensed this aboffiination.) ~byfundamentalistscan'tstop programming that 
LeeJeails.may be in even more hot water. On isn't aired. Thafs where the heavy-handed in-
a visit to London last month, RRC editor Dave timidationofthePMRCandFBIcomesin. While 
Marsh spotted a "Lee - The Jeans That Made we're generally skeptical of conspiracy theories, 
America" ad on International cNN, which fea- ifs reasonable to wonder what happened at the 
tures the electric guitar riff from Neil Young's secret meeting held between the FCC chairman 
"OutOflheBlueAndIntoTheBlack."Young's and the PMRC in 1985. Did the script we see 
management company said they were aware of unfolding today get written that night? They've 
the ad but hadn't yet decided whether to sue. But obviously been reading Plato, who wrote, well 
they hardly have any choice, given the tempest before Christ was born, "The introduction of a 
Neil stirred up with his new kind of music must 
anti-sponsorship video, be shunned as imperil-
theM1V-awardwinning ingthewholestate,since 
"TItis Note's For You." styles of music are never 
Will LeeJeanscontend disturbed without af-
that while vocal styles fecting the most impor-
areprotected,guitarriffs tant political institu-
aren't? H Young wins, tions." 
does Bo Diddley finally 
get to collect from ev~ 
rybody who's knocked 
him off? Stay tuned-this 
is about to get interest-
ing. 
Popltfe 
• In a slap in the face 
to music censorship, 
Cincinnati Bengal lin~ 
backer Reggie Williams 
was re-elected to the 
Oncinnati Oty Council 
on Nov. 7, Last July, 
Williams and a group of 
teammates led a protest 
against police attempts 
to cancel an N.W.A. show, 
• Most people who stage rock & roll shows 
don't have the money for radio advertising, so 
they advertise on the nearest utility pole. This 
strikes usasa verygood use of tax money, but the 
New York Dept, of Sanitation sees it differently, 
Ifs fined punk/poetry promoter Bob Z $3,100 
for the crime of spreading the word. Bob Z has 
lost his car and guitar in order to pay his lawyers 
and he could use your help (c./o Sarris Book-
marketing, 125 E 23, #300, NYC 10010). 
Experiment In democracy 
The Pamida chain has stores in 12 states, The 
company says that it will remove a record from 
its shelves if even one customer finds it objection-
able, If you live ina Pamida-infested community, 
why not take them at their word? For instance, 
you could go in and complain that all of the 
chain's best-sellers are offensive, Demand the 
removal of all Wagner operas because of his 
historic association with Nazism. Insist that 
Ouistian contemporary music doesn't meet your 
standards. 
RRCis eager to hear from any Pamida custom-
ers who decide to test this policy - especially if it 
turns out to be selectively enforced. 
FCC goes overboard 
The FCC has fined four radio stations up to 
$10,000 for alleged "obscenity." The crime at 
KFI/LosAngeIes was ta1kingaboutsex;at WIOD 
and WZfA in Miami it wasplaying "Penis Envy" 
by Uncle Bonsai; at KLUC/Las Vegas it was 
airing Prince's "EroticOty," This brings to 12 the 
number of stations cited since AI Sikes became 
The end of 
Innocence 
The letter from the 
FBI to Priority Records, 
which strongly sug-
gested the label should 
not have released the 
N. WAalbum "Straight 
Outta Compton," was 
only the tip of the ice-
berg, Across the coun-
try, thepolicehavemade 
it clear they are going to 
detennine what we can 
hear. 
At a Nov. 12 "Rap 
Symposium" in LosAn-
geles sponsored by rap 
station KDAY, Captain Cunningham of the po-
lice department told a crowd of rappers and fans 
"Lyrics that deal with violence will be an eco-
nomic dead end. The groups using them will not 
beabletoperfonnanywhere." Cunningham wasn't 
woofing-heconunandsSouthwestStation, which 
has jurisdiction over all events at the Coliseum 
and Sports Arena. He said not only did he have 
several rap groups in mind that he would stop 
from perfonning, but he would also bar any 
future Guns 'n' Roses gigs. 
Just a few weeks earlier in Chicago, Police 
Superintendent leRoy Martin demanded that 
WYON, the most popular black talk station in 
town, get rid of those commentators who had 
criticized the police. WYON, one of the oldest 
and most important black stations in America, 
meekly went along, sacking Chicago Defender 
reporter Chinta Strasberg and three others. 
What can you do about the growth of South 
African tactics in our own country? Start by 
spreading the alann. Get hold of the new RRC 
pamphlet, "You've Got a Right to Rock," and 
circulate the promo flier that comes with it. When 
enough Americans are aware how much danger 
their cultural freedom is in, we'll be able to move 
on to the next step: organized resistance, [Pam-
phlets are $3 for single copies; 2-5 copies $2.25 
each; 6-20 copies $1.75 each; over 20 copies $1.50 
each; Order from RRC, Box 15052, Long Beach 
CA90815). 
ruNES is excerpW from Rock & Roll Confidential, 
which is mited by David Marsh. Subscriptions are $24 a 
year from Box 15052, Long Beach, CA 90815. 
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There's still time to Celebrate I 
Christmas with Sound Alternatives : 
GIFT CERTIFICATE DISCOUNTS WITH THIS AD!!! 
$1,00 OFF a Gift Certificate 
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Sun-Thurs 11:30 am -10 pm 
Fri-Sat 11:30 am - 8:30 
M1chclob Dry. Why? The answer Is 
Simple. No aftertaste! Mlchclob Dry 
starts cold, finishes dean, refreshes 
complcly-Yes, and no 
aftertaste. Surprisingly, 
in the emire history of !.he 
National Football League, 
only 4 coaches have ever 
won 200 games or more 
in a career Tho::.e 4 are 
George Halas, DonShula, 
Tom Landry and Curly 
Lambeau, If you have 
not tried MicheJob Dry 
you are misSing a great 
drink experience. A 
beer sud. as Mlchelob Dry with 00 
aftertaste is an unusual ex pericncc. 
Plckupa 12 pack or two aodyou wUl 
readUy agree, "One taste and you'll 
drink It dry". Did you know that 
William Shakespeare once won a foot-
ball game for NOll'e Dame? . In the J 935 
season, Notre Dame had a substitute 
quanerback by the name of William 
146 Ocean St., South Portland 
Tel. 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-or-Print Books 
We buy hooks, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12--1 
Other times by chance ... 
Stop in for a few minutes, 




Shakespeare .. Ina game that yearagaiJ~t 
Ohio State, Notre Dame trailed 13 - 12 
with ] ffilnUle to go... The regular 
quarterback, Andy Pilney, 
got hun and Shake~pcarc 
came off the bench and 
threw a perfect touchdown 
pass Lo Wayne Millner to 
give Notre Dame the 
victory Surpi~c your 
friends this holiday 
time. Scnrc Mkhclob 
Dry! Here's an otfnalU1g 
fael. .. The llniversity of 
Okl ahoma once 
amazingly - scored over 
100 poims in football garnes 2 week5 in 
a row-and then in the next game, oddJy 
enough, Lheycouldn'l score any pOints ... 
Okl.homa beat Shawnee 107-0 and 
Southwest Oklahoma 140-0 on Succes-
sive weeks in 19]6 ... But the next week 
Lhey didn'l Score a1 all and lost to Tuba 
16-0. Enjoy the holidays, Beer b a 
good part of the good life! 
Happy Holidays and 
Happy New Year! 
Greg Geisler 
Invites you to experience 




Our state-of-the-art 8-track equipment with digital 
effects will give you the results you want. 
Flexible hours mean that we can worn with you 
anytime, day or night. Plus, we have profeSsional 
production assistance available. 
At just $12 per hour, it's the 
best deal in town! 
32 Danforth Street • Suite 12 • Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 879-1531 

























of us at: 
................................... · . · . · . 
~ 1300KS ETC ~ :--= · ----------------- . " · . · . , ................................... 
38 Exchange St. Old Port 
(207) 774-0626 • 
Christmas! 
glass is the perfect gift! 
vases / goblets / perfumes 
great stuff! 
open every sunday 1-5pm 
the _ 
CONTEMPORARY GLASS 
2D MILK STREET / 207 772·9072 
PORTLAND MAINE D41 D1 
/A$T-MINIITE 
$H()PPER$/ 
You know who you 
are. But don·t paniC! 
Just come on over to 
Cumberland Music 
and Electronics for 
great and easy holi· 
day shopping. 
Everyone enjoys music and we'Ve got everyone's music. 
• Rock • Country. New Age • Jazz & Blues. World Beat. Reggae • Punk 
• Show Tunes • Cajun & African PLUS: Posters, badges, patches and T-shirts! 
Gifts You Don·t Have to Wrap: Gift Certificates • Movie Passes: $40. worth of movie rentals 
for $25; or $85. worth for $45. 
A Gift for Yourself: For every $15 in purchases, we'll give you a coupon good for one free ' 
movie rental. 
AJjM:;.,.r Open late every night until Christmas, 
M,4:,&.G41V J ' 
Ii ELECTRONICS 
Westgate Shopping Center. Congress St. & Stevens Ave .• 761-2725 
Give Your Family the 




Buy Them a Showcase Home for Christmas. 
• A $500 gift certificate/deposit will 
guarantee spring construction 
• Showcase will match your $500 
with an additional $500 gift-
against the cost of your home 
• Call for your free home-
planning kit . 
1-800-344-6552 
~~ 
• Building lots available statewide 
• Five models to choose from SHOWCASE HOMES, INC. rn 
• Homes as low as $39,950 
• Financing and full contracting 
• 49.950 @ 10% 10r 30 yrs. 
S£TTIH(; TJof il>Ace IN AFrORDA8Lf HOUSJNG 
Locations: Rte. 4. Turner Plaza. Turner 
Rte. 302. Naples. E. of Rte 135 
.\ 
continued from pa~ 18 
ON THE 
WALL 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College M ........ 0' Art, 
Brunswick. 'Albrecht Durer: The life of 
the Virgin: continues through Jan 21. 
Museum isclosed Dec 24-Jan 2. Hours: 
Tue-Satl0am-4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 72> 
3275. 
Chrl.tlne·. C.llery, 24 US Rt I, 
Yarmouth. Impressionistic landscapes 
and still lives by Evelyn Winter Po-
gorzelski through Dec. Hours: Mon-
Sat to am.o pm, Thu until 8 pm. 846-
6128. 
Elem.nt. c.n.ry, 56 Maine St., Port-
land. 'Folk Inspirations: Celebrating 
Traditions: group show of humorous 
subiects by Maine artists and 
craftspeople through Jan 5. Hours: T ue-
Sat 10 am.o pm, Sun 2-S pm. 729-
1108. 
Icon Contempol'Ill'Y Art, 19 Mason 
SI. , Brunswick. Exhibit features works 
by Veronica Benning, Tom Chapin. Ed 
Douglas, Robert Hamilton, Seaver 
leslie, Dean Richardson and Monte 
Smith through Jan 19. Hours: Mon-Fri 
10 am-S pm, or by appoinbnent. 442-
8128. 
M.lne Audubon Socl.ty, 118 US Rt 
One, Falmouth. Exhibit of handwoven 
tapestries, clothing, blankets and pil-
lows by Nancy Wines-Dewan of Yar-
mouth through Dec. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 
am-S pm, Sun 12-S pm. 781-2330. 
Thom .. Memorl.1 Library, 6 Scott 
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Paintings by 
Ron Welch and sculptures by Michael 
Danko through Jan 20. Hours: Mon, 
Wed. Fri-Sat 9 am-S pm; Tue and Thu 
9 am-9 pm. 799-1720. 
USM Saco-Blddeford Center, Mill 
2, Saco Island. Landscape and still life 
wawcolors by Carof Hayes of Ken-
nebunkport through Jan 31. Hours: 
Mon-Thu 8 arn-9:30 pm, Fri 8 am-4:30 
pm, Sat 9 am-12 noon. 282-4111. 
Community L •• dershlp I .. tltute 
USM's Department of Community 
Programs is currendy taking applica-
tions for the January 1990 program. 
The four-month program is for people 
who 8/'9 or want to be actively involved 
in boards, committees, commissions 
and other community organizations. 
The cost is $4S0; scholarships 8/'9 
available. For more information, call 
874.0500. 
SPORT 
Snoball Softball Two-day tournament 
is a benefit for the March of Dimes Birth 
Defects Foundation Jan 20-21 at Port-
land's Municipal ballparks. Snoball 
Softball is played on a field from which 
no snow has been removed. Partici-
pants use fluorescent orange bases 
and softballs. Trophieswill be awarded 
to the top two teams in each division -
men's, women's and coed - and t-
shirts will be given to the first 30 teams 
to register. To enter your team or 
company, call the March of Dimes at 
871-{)660. 
Wlnt.r Ski Programs offered by 
Portfand Rec: Freestyle ski lessons 
(ages 12-18) and snowboard lessons 
(ages 7-18) Saturdays, Jan 6-Mar 3,9 
am-2 pm at Shawnee Peak. Both pr0-
grams cost $ I 98 for Portfand residents, 
including lesson, ski or board rentals. 
free-time on the slopes and transporta-
tion . Recreational ski programs include 
Monday Evening Skiing for adults at 
Shawnee Peak - ski any three Mon-
days for $30; Saturday moming skiing 
for school-age kids in grade two through 
high school Jan 6-Mar 3 - $168 includ-
ing ski rental; Day Trip to Shawnee 
Peak Jan 16 for people in grade two 
through high school - $20 includes 
transportation, rentals extra; Overnight 
ski trip to Shawnee Peak Feb 18-19 for 
people in grades four to six - $551$65, 
includmg transportation, skiing, lodg-
ing and two meals. Ski lessons for kids 
in grades 2-8 at Lost Valley Wednes-
day nights Jan 3-Feb 14, 3:30-8:30 pm 
- $145 includes ski rentals. For more 
information on any of these programs, 
call 874-8793 or 874-8300 ext. 8791. 
OFF THE SPORT 
WftLL Portl.nd R.c .... tlon·. Wlnt.r 
,Jurled Photography Exhibit Color 
and black-and-white photography will 
be considered forajuried show Jan 12-
Feb 3 at the Chocolate Church, 814 
Washington St., Bath. Entries may be 
submitted Jan 6, 10 am-4 pm. Maxi-
mum of three entries per person. No 
fee for members of The Center for the 
Arts; non-members may submit one 
entry for $S, two for $8 and three for 
$10. For more information, call 442-
845S. 
Pool Hours continue through March 
Reiche Pool (874-8874): Awlt Swims 
M W F, 7-8 am; T Th Sa, 12-1 pm; M-
F, 4-6; Open Swims T Th, 3-4:30; Th, 
6:30-8 pm, Sa, 1-2:30 pm. Riverton 
Pool (874-8456): Adult Swims M-F, 
12:1>1:15pm;Sa, 12-1 pm;MWF,6-
7:30; Open Swims M W, 7:30-9 pm, 
Sa, 1-3 pm . 
OUT 
SENSE SIDE 
A.-. Bushell will read from her new 
novel 'local Deities: which captures 
the drama and passion of the politically 
charged '60s and 70s Dec 21, 7 pm at 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St., Portfand. Free and open to the 
public. For more information, caf1761-
3930. 
Southem M.lne Appl. U_rs 
Group Regular monthly meeting fea-
tures the original video introducing the 
Apple 11 and Bill Harl<ins will demon-
strate ACE sound files on the Apple 
IIGS Dec 21,7:30 pm at Falmouth High 
Schoof, S2 Woodvafe Rd. For more 
information, call 797-4578. 
Bu.lne.. • Prof ••• lon.1 
Wo .... n'. OrganluUon holds its 
monthly meeting Jan 2, 5:4S pm at 
John Martin's Manor, S. Portland. Guest 
speakers will be representatives from 
Family Crisis and Center and Rape 
Crisis Center. For more infonnation or 
reservations, call n2-8768. 
Appal.chl.n Mount.ln Club Janu-
aryOutingsatthe Pinkham Notch Camp 
in New Hampshire: 'Exploring Zealand 
Notch on Skis' Jan >7; 'Learning About 
Winter" Jan 6-7; 'Guided Snowshoe to 
Carter Notch· Jan 13-14; 'Winter 
Mountain Safety I' Jan 13-14; Intro-
ductorySki Touring' Jan 20-21; "Snow-
shoe Bushwhack' Jan 20-21; 'Winter 
Camping' Jan 26-28; 'Introductory 
Backcountry Ski Touring' Jan 27-28; 
'Ski Touring Crawford Notch' Jan 27-
28. For more information on any of 
thesewor1<shops. call the AMC at (603) 
460-2727 or write Worilshop Seae-
tary, AMC, PO Box 298, Gorham, NH 
03581. 
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicy-
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and 
other trips sponsored by the Casco 
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine OJt-
door Adventure ClUb. Call n4-1118. 













Ski bumming in the '90s 
. , 
" 
Getting paid to ski 
Combine ski area expansion with the rapid 
growth of resort communities in a region where 
low unemployment rates are not uncommon; 
top it off with America's changing demograph-
ics, and you'll end up with great employmentop-
portunities in ski country, Gone are the days of 
minimum wage or working in exchange for a lift 
ticket Today'sski resorts offercompetitive wages 
and benefits to those choosing to make ski area 
operations or management their career. 
"There are fewer 18-24 year olds today than 
there were five years ago," explains Ann Driscoll, 
Personnel Manager for Waterville Valley, N. H, 
'The employee market has shrunk and it's only 
going to get worse." Competing with ski areas 
for quality employees are shops, hotels, restau-
rants, construction companies and the multitude 
of services supporting the region's growth. 
Employers have had to up the ante in the wage 
and benefit war in recent years due to the serious 
decline in the number and quality of applicants. 
The clustering of many of New England's ski 
resorts in close proximity fnakes it a very com-
petitive market. Standard benefits for full-time 
employees usually include health - and often 
dental and life-insurance, training, tuition reim-
bursement, ski passes for themselves and de-. 
pendents, and discounts on meals, rentals, les-
sons, and ski shop purchases_ Some areas offer 
much more. 
Year-round employees at Sunday River are 
also offered a retirement program, a 401 K plan, 
bonuses, vacation time, paid off-season holidays 
(Memorial Day, Labor Day, Fourth of July, and 
Fryeburg Fair Day), and profit sharing in addi-
tion to the usual benefits says personnel director 
Jeff Kelcourse. Full-time seasonal employees are 
offered the 401K plan after one year of service, 
and have a life and major medical insurance 
program available, 'We try to add benefits, not 
take them away," says Kelcourse. He's worked 
out deals with state-wide inns and shops, like 
Marriott Hotels and Joe Jones Ski Shop, for recip-
rocal discounts, He also tries to help his seasonal 
employees during the off-season, "Every April I 
advertise in our weekly employee newsletter 
summer poSitions which are available, at coastal 
businesses, rafting companies and the like," 
Sugarloaf offers some of the same benefits and 
more, "Skiing is our business," says Nancy 
Marshall, communications director, 'We want 
our employees to ski." Management are encour-
aged to get out on the slopes whenever possible, 
and are provided with unifonns and a locker 
room at the base area. This benefit doesn't stop at 
the top, "Even our lift attendants are given one 
hour of skiing time each day in addition to their 
usual breaks," says Marshall, 
Marshall considers the company's training 
program a big plus. Last year Sugarloaf sent an 
employee to Disney University to learn the cor-
porate structure necessary to develop and en-
courage ongoing training. The employee has set 
up a strong orientation and training program 
called "Traditions" to teach employees about the 
corporate history and culture, the difference 
between a fake smile and a genuine one. '1t's 
quick moving and fun," says Marshall. "It'smade 
the difference in our training. Before we had the 
same three talking heads every year, talking for 
45 minutes each. Now it's unpredictable." 
Most areas first look within fOT qualified 
applicants for new openings, At Waterville Val-
ley, the Mountain Manager began as a lift atten-
dant nine years ago. Sugarloafs vice-president 
for marketing, Chip Carey, began his career 
shooting photos in exchange for lift tickets. Ski 
School Director Paul Brown came to Sugarloaf to 
"ski bum" for a year after graduating from col-
lege, before getting a "real job." He never left. He 
landed a position as a ski instructor and supple-
mented his income by washing dishes at night. '1 
was attracted to the area, a nd realized thatIcould 
make a career out of ski teaching and a career in 
the industry if I stuck with it. I choose to get as 
good <is I could." Brown became a certified in-
structor, then a supervisor, a P .S.I.A. examiner, 
and in March, 1988 he was named Ski School 
Director. 
Perhaps the word is getting out. "This year 
we've had a tremendous growth in the number 
of applicants, " says Kelcourse of Sunday River. 
'1t's unusual compared with the past few years_ 
There's a better quality of candidates this year." 
And they're coming from allover. Kelcourse has 
seen a significant growth in the number of appli-
cants from southern New Hampshire and Maine, 
and even the southern states, Sugarloaf, forced to 
recruit internationally during the lean employee 
years, is still getting applicants from abroad, 
'There is a future in resort work." says 
Marshall. Marti Mayne, director of communica-
tions at Sunday River is proof. She left a high-
paying job and took a major salary cut when she 
moved to Portland. Now, she says:With b0-
nuses included I'm making more at a ski area in 
western Maine than I did in Washington D.C. 
working for Gannett/USA Today." 
If you've always dreamed about working at a 
ski area, now's the time to make your move. If 
successful, the next time you're linking turns in 
knee-deep fresh powder, you too can say, asdoes 
Brown, '1 get paid for doing this!" 
Hilary McComb Nangle discusses the coolest happenings 
on the slopes every other week in SKI. 
" , 
Skiing Sunday River? 
Mt. Abram? 
D"emw 21, 1989 21 
A WEEKEND SKI 
PACKAGE FOR 
TWO: JUST $278. 
We are a Classic New Eng-
land Resort with fireplaces 
aglow and outstanding cui-
sine, 7 miles from Sunday 
River and Mt. Abram. 
Weekend Packages range from $139 MAP per person/double occu-
pancy for standard accommodations to $312 EP double occupancy in a 
luxury Townhouse Condo. 
All our MAP Weekend Packages Include: 
• Lodging • Dinner & Breakfast daily • X·C Skiing on 28 km of 
groomed trails • Use of the Recreation Center with an outdoor heated 
pool, fitness room and sauna (tax & gratUities not included) 
MIDWEEK DAILY RATES START AT $65 pp/ do 
AND INCLUDE ALL OF THE ABOVE 
Call Toll Free 
In Me. 800-367·8884 




Jr. &.. Adult Packages 
Guaranteed Junior Trade-Ins 
Rentals 
I" 
Are you a last 
minute Santa? 
We have all the ingredients 
to make your holiday a success 





,f Calida Cotton 
pajartl<lS 





"An Authentic European 
Down Shop" 
6 Mill St. 
Freeport, Maine 
On the South Side of the 
Village Center Parking Area 
\ 
"'""-
22 Casco Bay Weekly 
Frantic?! Dial 799-GOOD 
We will cook up your holiday 
needs. Greek pastries, Cakes, Pies, 
Cheese Cakes and other Delicacies. 
THE MO·ON 
o '" N C c lJ B 
• r1ses ... 
Grand Opening 
Friday, December 22 
No Cover • Door Opens at 4:30 
Happy Hour Specials • Music Begins at 9 
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY 
Open at noon • no reservations or tickets 
No cover 'til 6· $5 cover 'til 8· $10 cover after 8 
TIlE MOON DANCE CLUB 
425 Fore St. in The Old Port· 871-0663 
Dec. 31 Raise the Roof 
New Year's Eve Party 
fundraiser for the roof 
Party with TREE HOUSE 
Cocktail Hour 7:30-9:30 
with Hot & Cold Hors d'oeuvres 
Party Favors and Champagne 
. to bring in the New Year - 1990 
tickets in advance $8 • day of party $10 
Open for Breakfast 'til 2:30 am 
trouble-free • 
New Year' s/Portland is a cele-
bration of the visual and per-
fonning arts organized by Maine 
Arts, Inc. The festivities begin in 
the early afternoon with a road 
race and several performances 
geared toward younger folks. 
The evening ends at midnight 
with fireworks heralding in the 
last decade of the century. 
Admission to all the New 
Year' s/Portland events ischeap. 
Buttons may be purchased for 
$7.50 in advance at Shop'N Save 
supennarkets, Portland Wine 
and Cheese, and at One City 
Center. Buttons may be pur-
chased on Dec. 31 at all the New 
Year's/Portland venues (see be-
low). Tickets for children and 
seniors are only $3. 
Maine Arts. Inc. is still looking 
for volunteers to help out with 
the festivities. Volunteers receive 
free admission to the festivities 
in exchange for four hours of 
work. For more infonnation, call 
772-9012. 
Stages 
Portl.nd City Hell .. udltorlum 
30 Myrtle SI. 
This is where the headliners play. 
Long lines form here. so ifs good to 
arrive earty for the shows. 
FI ... t Pe .... h Church 
425 Congress Sl 
Music from around the world is on 
stage throughout the evening. 
C .... tnut St ... t Church 
Gymn •• lum 
17 Chestnut Sl (behind City Hall) 
Maine folk arts are featured here. 
Che8tnut St ... t Church 
SenctUIII'}' 
17 Chestnut SI. 
(behind City Hall) 
American musical traditions are sched-
uled for this stage. 
Portl.nd Mua.um or .. rt 
Seven Congress Square 
The activities at the museum are in 
conjunction with the oomic strip exhibit 
Portland School or .. rt 
Baxter Building 
619 Congress SI. 
The more eclectic and avant-garde 
performances are being featured at 
this stage. 
0 ... City C.nt.r 
Temple and Free streets 
This is where folks are dancing. 
ONGOING 
G ... t Am.rlc.n Comic., fOO 
v ..... of c.rtoon .. rt An exhibit of 
the best oomic strip art of the past 
century includes favorite cartoon char· 
acters from Popeya to Pogo. tracing 
the history of the comic strip with draw-
ings. newspaper tear sheets and other 
artifacts. (Portland Museum of Art) 
Union or M.I ... Y1 ... I .. rtlat.trans-
forms Congress Street shop windows 
into an art gallery. continuing the Un· 
ion's effort to draw attention to the 
needs of people without homes. The 
installations are based on the artists' 
conception of ·Home." 
Glgentlc F.brlc Sculpture Cynthia 
Thompson was oommissioned to all-
ate this large structure. which wUI be 
flown in frontof City Hall. Afterdark. the 
sculpture becomes a screen on which 
photographic images of Maine's past. 
present and future will be projected. 
12 NOON. 
SK Roed R.c. The first New Year's 
5K road race will be run on at noon. 
Prizes will be awarded to the first five 
overall runners in both the men's and 
women's divisions. and the first three 
in each of the age divisions. The regis· 
tration fee is $10 through Dec. 27. $13 
thereafter. Ragistration fee for the race 
includes a button to New Year's/Port-
land and the first 100 people to register 
will receive t·shirts. Registration may 
be done in person at the Bay Club at 
One City Center or by mail to New 
Year's 5K. Maine Track Club. PO Box 
8008. Portland. ME. 04101. Registra-
tion on the day of the race is 9·11 :30 
a.m.; packet pickUp for people who 
have previously registered is 9-11 :45 
a.m.; astreching clinic is offered 11 :15-
11 :45 a.m. 
Parody and poetry 
The stage at the Baxter of Dog Ear Press, does what is 
Building of the Portland describedas"perfonnancepo-
School of Art will feature two etry." The perfonnance will 
unusual performances: a piece be staged in the round and lit 
of social realism by perform- by candlelight. The words and 
ance artist Dan Hurlin and a the atmosphere will, accord-
piece created by poet Mark ing to Melnicove, pro~ide a 
Melnicove as a refuge from forum for contemplation, a 
the hoopla of the festivities. place to take stock of what is 
Dan Hurlin, who has per- happeningasthedecadeturns. 
formed in Portland previously Melnicove recites his own 
with Ram Island Dance, per- poetry as well as poems by 
forms a work-in-progress others. "But," he says, "recit-
titled "A Cool Million." The ing is a funny word." He 
piece will receive its full pre- doesn't recite the poe~ry 
miere next April at the Dance straight, but he uses chanting 
Theater Workshop, a festival and objects to make sounds to 
of new dance pieces held in accompany the words. 
New York City. For people who have seen 
"ACooIMillion"isHurlin's other pieces by Melnicove, 
interpretation of Nathaniel they will find the perfonnance 
West's novel about the coun- at New Years/Portland qui-
try burnkin Lemuel Pitkin, eter than some of his others. 
who loses his innocence in the The silences playas much of a 
viscous world of free enter- role in the piece as the sounds. 
prise.Hurlin'sperformanceis It is a publiC, ~ut quiet, me: 
visual, using dance and spe- mentforreflection. And audi-
cial lighting to create the ef- ence members who so desire 
feets. The perfonnance is set will be given an opportunity 
to the popular music and jazz to make their own verbal of~ 
sounds of the Depression. fering to the new year. 
Mark Melnicove, publisher Ann Sitomer 
I 
1 P.M. 
N.w M.I ... Immlg ... nta Perfo ..... 
.nc. Refugee and immigrant groups 
perform a variety of ethnic dances - a 
Laotian Temple bance. Algani Dance 
and the Cambodian New Year's Plant· 
ing Dance. There will also be a demon-
stration of Tai Chi and other martial 
arts. (Portland School of Art) 
2:30 P.M. 
Children' ... II St.r Conc.rt Some 
of the festival performers are partici· 
pating in a special aftemoon show for 
kids. The juggler and mime Randy 
Jucl<ins performs. along with the 
KJezmer band Casco Bay Tummlers. 
the Native American band Pura-Fe. 
South African flutist Atiba Wilson and 
the bluesman Clarence ·Gatemouth· 
Brown. (Portland City Hall Auditorium) 
3:30 P.M. 
B.n Gulli_H. Trio Ban Guille-
metts is known in Maine for both his fid-
dling and sense of humor. His trio plays 
Frendl-Canadian folk songs. jigs. reels. 
waltzes and country swing. and per-
fonns step dancing in theAcadian style. 
(Chestnut Street Church Gymnasium) 
4:15 P.M. 
Meine M ... Goa ... 1 Choir The 
region's hottest gospel band is directed 
by the Rev. Herbert Bailey. (Chestnut 
Street Church Gymnasium) 
R.ndy "ucldna Judkins is desaibed 
as a New Vaudevillian. using juggling 
and pantomime to tell hilarious tales 
about everything from his closest rela· 
tives to his favorite cows. (Portland 
Museum of Art) 
4:30 P.M. 
Fogg Brot ...... This traditional blue-
grass band based in Portland features 
fiddle. guitar. mandolin. banjo and bass. 
The band's tight duet singing is remi-
niscent of early bluegrass. (Chestnut 
Street Church Sanctuary) 
D.n Hurlln New Yorll performance 
artist performs ex.cerpts ·A Cool Mil-
lion; a piece which will receive its full 
premiere at the Dance Theater Work-
shop in New York. (Portland School of 
Art) 
4:45 P.M. 
.. I .... Colombl.no. Flute. voice and 
percussion trio perform traditional Co· 
lombian music - music of the Andes 
(Banbuca) and music from the Colom-
bian plains (Haropo) . (First Parish 
Church) 
5:30 P.M. 
M.lne Storyt.II .... F .. tlv.1 Three 
Maine storytellers spin yams of life 
outside Portland. Clum Spencer re-
calls the days of logging camps and the 
textile mills. Storyteller Ch<\itanya York 
creates the character Henry Bascomb. 
who is a coastal farmer full of insights 
about they way things were and they 
way they should be. John McDonald 
(spl tells stories about Mainers who 
have traveled the wood. (Chestnut 
Street Church Gymnasium) 
Mlcheel Coo ... , A musical cartoon· 
is~ Cooney has collected thousands of 
songs from around the oountry during 
the past 30 years. He is known as "the 
one-man folk festival" and his wit is 
sure to have the audience rolling in 
laughter. (Portland Museum of Art) 
5:45 P.M. 
Punt-F6 This unusual band plays music 
that fuses jazz arrangements w~h tra· 
ditional Native American chant and 
song. The music is performed on un· 
common Instruments: peyote rattles. 
tree trunk drums and Ameriridian flutes. 
(Chestnut Street Church Sanctuary) 
Dorothy "ungI .. Danc. Theet.r 
This dance troupe from Providence. 
R.I . just finished a run at New York's 
Dance Theater Workshop. Today they 
will perform the piece ·Flight; which 
celebrates the genius and determina· 
tion of the pioneers of aviation. (Port-
land School of Art) 
8 P.M. 
W.ndy W.II makes her Portland debut 
at New Year·slPortland. Wall is one of 
the New Folk musicians coming out of 
New Yorll. Her musical style is influ· 
enced by country and jazz. her voice 
rich and sonorous. (Portland City Hall 
Auditorium) 
c..co B.y Tumml .... Peaks Island 
band plays Klezmer music or ·Jewish 
jazz.· which blends the traditional folk 
music of Eastem Europe with the riffs 
and rhythm of American jazz. (First 
Parish Church) 
8:45 P.M. 
B.rg, .. 0 .... & Servl. The dancers -
Grethchen sergo Gwenyth Jones & Paul 
Sarvis perform modem dance that 
becomes physical theater. The group's 
main production is ·World History; 
which is set in a school room and 
performed to the popular music of the 
'SOs and ·SOs. The oompany also per-
forms ·7 Uttle Dances.· a collection of 
distinct dance forms performed to music 
by composers as diverse as Beethoven 
and Smokey Robinson . (Portland 
Museum of Art) 
7 P.M. 
Bob O.clcly, LIIny D ... & KIIII ... 
Floor BI .... Gaddy and Dale began 
their career playing the blues with 
Brownie McGee and Jack Dupree 
during the ·4Os and ·50s. Their backup 
band Killing Floor plays a more con-
temporary style. fusing high-powered 
and electric blues and psychedelic jazz. 
The show promises a good dose and 
variety of New Yorll blues. (Chestnut 
Street Church Sanctuary) 
T ... F.ntocla Marll Twain describes 
the feeling Huck Finn gels when he 
sees the voodoo fires lit up along the 
shores of the Mississippi when Huck 
exclaims. "They give me the fantods'· 
This avant-garde string music played 
on guitar. cello. bass and percussion 
reinte!prets music of both the classical 
and jazz traditions and gives us the 
fantods. (Portland School of Art) 
M.I ... M ... Goa ... 1 Choir. see4:15 
p.m. (Chestnut Street Church Gymna-
sium) 
7:15 P.M. 
Aunl. The South African group fea· 
tures compositions of their guitarist 
Sella wa Laate . Mba Wilson sings and 
plays the flute. Aquah Therbu Beale 
plays percussion. The music is based 
in the musical traditions of South Af· 
rica. but displays urban and oontempo· 
rary influences. (First Parish Church) 
7:30 P.M. 
CI.rene. "G.temouth" Brown 
Gatemouth·s style is a fusion of blues. 
Texas swing. r&b. oountry. jazz and 
Cajun (yuP. that about covers it). AI· 
though Gatemouth has been playing 
around for 35 years. he won his first 
Grammy in 1982 and in the same year 
was voted Instrumentalist of the Year 
at the W.C. Handy Awards ceremony. 
Along with guitar. Gatemouth plays 
mandolin. violin harmonica. viola and 
drums. (Portland City Hall Auditorium) 
M.aqu.ra. B.II Latin. swing and 
the danceable jazz sounds of the 
Charlie Brown Organization set the 
rhythm for people who'd rather dance 
ythen sil. Although costumes are not 
required. creative attire is encouraged. 
(One City Center) 
7:45 P.M. 
Ben Gulli_it. TrIo. see 3:30 p.m. 
(Chestnut Street Church Gymnasium) 
Funny papers 
Opening on Dec. 31, as part 
of New Year's/Portland, the 
Portland Museum of Art will 
be presenting "Great Ameri-
can Comics: 100 Yeats of 
Cartoon Art." The exhibition 
of over 100 tear sheets, draw-
ings, and artifacts tracing the 
history of the comic strip was 
organized by the Smithsonian 
Institution and the Ohio State 
University Library for Com-
munication and Graphic Arts, 
and will prove to be a unique 
and infonnative show, 
Comic strips began in the 
late 1800s as a means of in-
creasing newspaper circula-
tion, and have progressed to 
being one of the most influen-
tial "art" forms and most ef-
fective means of communica-
tion ever. This show specifi-
cally examines the artistic in-
ventions and technological 
advances surrounding the 
medium. 
Much of the exhibition will 
hangonthewall,behindglass, 
sho;nng the process ana ae-
velopment of the comic strip, 
and will include detailed la-
belsexplainingthepieces. But 
itwillalsoin~ludegiant-sized 
cartoon characters, such as 
Superman, Blondie, and 
Krazy Kat, silkscreened to the 
wall, as well as a "make your 
own comic strip" computer 
game. 
It is not difficult for all ages 
to enjoy this exhibition. The 
funnies have been targeting a 
mixed audience since their be-
ginnings with subject matter 
ranging from political satire, 
to family matters, and death. 
8 P.M. 
R.ndy .. udkln •• see 4:15 p.m. (Port· 
land Mu seum of Art) 
8:15 P.M. 
Fogg Brothe .... see 4:30 p.m. (Chest· 
nut Street Church Sanctuary) 
D.n Hurlln. see 4:30 p.m. (Portland 
School of Art) 
8:30 P.M. 
M..... M.lnlcov. is a performance 
poet who uses improvisation. body Ian· 
guage and voice mechanics to expand 
poetic experience. (Portland School of 
Art) 
.. I .... Colombl.noa. see 4:45 p.m. 
(Rrst Parish Church) 
9 P.M. 
W.ndy w.n. see 6 p.m. (Portland City 
Hall Auditorium) 
M.I ... Storyt.llerw F .. tlv.l. see 
5:30 p.m (Chestnut Street Church Gym-
nasium) 
9:15 P.M. 
Mlche" Cooney. see 5:30p.m. (Port· 
land Museum of Art) 
9:30 P.M. 
Pu ... ·F •• see 5:45p.m. (Chestnut Street 
Church Sanctuary) 
Dorothy "ungl •• D.nc. The.t.r. 
see 5:45 p.m. (Portland School of Art) 
9:45 P.M. 
C •• eo B.y Tumml ..... see 6 p.m. 
(First Parish Church) 
M ..... M.lnlcov •• see8:30p.m. (Port-
land School of Art) 
The exhibition covers such 
mainstream comic strips as 
"Bringing Up Father," "Hash 
Gordon," and "Beetle Bailey." 
But it will also include some 
lesser known works by un-
derground cartoon artists of 
the ' 60s and '70s, like "Fritz 
the Cat," by R. Crumb. 
When visiting the show you 
may discover many things 
you didn't know or had for-
gotten over the years about 
your favorite cartoon charac-
ters. For instance, did you 
know Blondie, in her younger 
days, was a chic flapper, and 
her whimpish husband, 
DagWOOd Bumstead, was 
merely one of her handsome, 
rich, young suitors? And, 
Mary Worth, now a reassur-
ing, but nosey, elderly 
woman, was once the activ-
ist-type, and better known as 
Apple Mary? These are just 
two of the interesting facts that 
are available for discovery 
through this fun and interest-
mg, and utterly American ex-
hibition. 
On New Year's Eve, begin-
ning at 2:00 p.m., some extra 
special things will be going 
on to tempt folks of all ages. 
The characters of Popeye and 
Olive Oil and many more will 
put in a special live appear-
ance, as well as other fun fes-
tivities to help bring in the 
new year. 
The exhibition continues 
through Feb.lB, and includes 
lectures and a film series. 
Leslie Morison 
10:30 P.M. 
Clerenc ... G.t ...... uth" Brown. see 
7:30 p.m. (Portland City Hall Audito-
rium) 
B.rg, .. 0 .... & S.rvl •• see 6:45 p.m. 
(Portland Museum of Art) 
10:45 P.M. 
Bob G.clcly. LIIny D.I. & Kim ... 
Floor BI ..... see 7 p.m. (Chestnut 
Street Church Sanctuary) 
T ... F.ntoda. see 7 p.m. (Portland 
School of Art) 
11 P.M. 
Aunl • • see 7:15 p.m. (First Parish 
Church) 
M ..... M.lnlcov •• see 8 :30 p.m. (Port· 
land School of Art) 
11:30 P.M. 
Peracl. from Portland Museum of Art to 
Monument Square. followed by fire· 
works display at midnight to launch us 
into the last decade of the millennium. 
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Slide By ... 
We'll Jingle Your Bells 
Sustenance, Merriment & Cheer 
~ Serving All Day Long 'Til 1-1 :45 PM 
,liOQ0EfENfliEQ0 
Top of the Old Port • Portland • 773-3501 
* 
featuring 
• Scott Oakley Trio 
$5.00 cover charge after 9pm 
36 MARKET ST. • PORTLANO • 773-4500 
BENEFIT SHOW 
hosted by Joshua Russell 
with The Moxie Men, Siaid Cleaves, 
and more! 
li.'19'1jI\f1·0Iffii 
OPEN MIKE ROCK 'N ROLL 
~!I 
ALL MOD CONS 





o with BOOM SHANKA 
& the URBAN CREEPS 
OPEN 'TIL 2 AM 
13 BROWN ST., PORTLAND 761·2506 




Party hats, champagne toast & 
continental breakfast. 
Doors open 7 pm - 3 am 
$15.00 single 
$25.00 couple 
Sponsored by WfHT 
e Christmas Pa~ with G98, Dec. 23rd 
College Students & School Vacationers 
Sun. & Mon. Nights CHEM-FREE!!! 
(for 16-23 year aids.) 
e Tuesday, Dec. 26th Special Edition -
CHEM-FREE NIGHT!!! 
e And, don't forget, The Bounty Crew serves 
up lunches 11:30-2, Mon.-Fri. 
200 Riverside Street, Portland 
Turnpike Exit 8 • 207-772-8033 
Restaurant and Tayern 
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! • 
Luncheon Specials Every Day! 
Warm up with our homemade soups ~ "h,n""tt,,..r" 
Beer Specials All Week 
Mon. HaUantine $1.50 Wed Molson $1.75 
Tues. Pabst $1.50 Thurs. Labatt's $1.75 
Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
Dec. 29, 30, 31 
.;-4. 
E?~OKEttI 
.... mEN .. 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-6 MON.-FRI 
on the waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
Portland, ME • 774-3550 
continued from ptlgt 20 
WELL 
NESS 
.... Ith SC .... nl ... Health Promo-
tion Program 01 Community Health 
Services sponsors adu~ health saeen-
ing for diabetes. anemia. colorectal 
cancer. high blood pressure and cho-
lesterol. lime permitting. two or more 
tests per person are available. Dona-
tion. Date. time and locations are as 
follows : Dec 27. 9:30-11 :30 am at St. 
Anne's Church. Windham. For more 
information. call 775-7231 ext. 551. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Amerlc.n C.ncer Society Clft 
WI'IIP Volunteers are needed to wrap 
gifts for this annual fundraiser to sup-
pan research. education and services 
to cancer patients. The Gift Wrap is 
scheduled through Dec 23 at the Maine 
Mall and at the Windham Mall. If you 
would like to volunteer. call the Ameri-
can Cancer Society at 775-5809 or 
Maria Bellesteros at 761-1873 during 
the evenings. 
Blenket. Needed Relugee Resettle-
ment Program needs clean. warm 
blankets for new arrivals. Please drop 
off donations at the RRP office at 107 
Elm St. Portland. For more informa-
tion. call 871-7437. 
New y .. r'eIPortl.ncI MaineAr1S. Inc. 
still needs volunteers to help out with 
New Year'S/Portland. Volunteers re-
ceive free admission to New Year's/ 
Portland in exchange for four or more 
hours of work. Positions that need to be 
filled include the following: Posterlftyer 
distribution continues through Dec 28; 
Box office clerks work four-hour shifts 
between noon and midnight on Dec 31 ; 
Parade marshals work for lour hours 
on Dec 31to help insure smooth opera-
tion of pre-midnight parade; Site secu-
rity people check tickets and help guide 
entries and exits between perlorm-
ances. For more information. call Maine 
Arts at 772-9012. 
Portl.nd Jewl.h Conwnunlty c. ... 
ter is accepting donated items for its 
annual Winter yard Sale to be held in 
January. Proceeds from the sale will 
benefit the JCC. a non-profit United 
Way agency which provides services 
for preschoQlers. youths. teens. adults 
and seniors in Greater Portland. Toys. 
small appliances. children's clothing. 
housewares. sportilig goods. books 
and fumiture are needed. Items should 
be clean and in working order. Dona-
tions will be accepted until January 19. 
For more information. call the JCC at 
m-1959. 
M.lne Audubon Society is looking 
for wlunteers interested in being guides 
lor the Society·s annual winter walks 
program. offered at the Gilsland Farm 
Sanctuary in Falmouth. The program is 
Jan 9-Mar 30 and offered to school and 
community groups. The walks intro-
duce participants to the way plants and 
aJ'imals prepare for winter. Training lor 
volunteer guides is scheduled for Jan 
3-5. No previous natural history oredu-
cation experience is provided. Formore 
information. call 781-2330. 
HELP 
Ment.lllln ... Hurt. socially. emo-
tionally and financially. If you could 
need help. inlormation. training. orother 
support because of a family member 
who has a metal illness. please call you 
local Alliance lor the Mentally III sup-
port group. or the Maine Bureau 01 
Mental Health at 289-4230. 
STEP (Systemetlc Tnllnl.. for 
Effective P.Nntlngl offers par-
ents a realistic approach to meeting 
the challenges of raising children. 
Classes will be held Wednesdays. 9-
10 am beginning Jan 10. Ragister by 
phone or mail. For more information. 
call 799-2400. 
T.O.W.E.D. Towing Operators Work-
ing to Eliminate Drunk Driving is a 
national campaign to get people and 
their vehicfes home safely over the 
holidays. The program assisted over 
35,000 potential drunken drivers last 
year. People needing assistance in 
Freeport from Dec 24-Jan 1 can call 
Dave's Auto Service at 865-67 41 and a 
tow truck will be sent to their location. 
No fees will be charged. The only re-
quirements are that people to be taken 
home rather than to other parties or 
establishments. and that the cars must 
be operable. 
DIvorce ........... Uv .. is a group for 
people considering or facing problems 
of a divorce or breakup of a rela~on­
ship. The group meets every Wednes-
day - 52 welilks a year - at 7:30 pm at 
Woodfordt· Congregational Church. 
202 Woodfords St.. Portland. Donation 
is $1.50. . 
WINCS Single P.Nnt Support 
Croup meets Thursdays. 7-9 pm at 
the Community Center. South Port-
land Gardens. MacArthur Circle. S. 
Portland. For more in'!ermation. call 
772-2287. 
CredIt Counseling. c.nt,ers, Inc. 
is a non-profit family financial counse~ 
ing center. Thecounselorsprovide pro-
fessional counseling to families need-
ing guidance in money management. 
in family budgeting. and in the wise use 
01 credit. In cases where over exten-
sion 01 indebtedness is the major prob-
lem, the agency will attempt to work out 
a proper program of orderly debt re-
payment. In so doing. the agency rec-
ognizes both the needs of the family 
and the requirements of creditors and. 
when necessary. utilizes other public 
and private resources. For a confiden-
tial interview. call 878-2874 or 1-800-
882-2227. 
by Lynda Barry 
StlE To~O uS SATAN IS AI.WA':!S WATCHING 
fOR A PLACE TO ENTEF. OV~ tlEAltiS . \S IT 
DISI1.ESI'EC.TFVL. OF GOD T~AT TI\E WI-\Ol.t 
$j~~~~~~~-+-:-~~~~"':':--t(J 'TIME Sf\E wAS TALKIN 6 I (OUL.DtJ'T srop 
'1:~:;:::=~=::::::~~::::=::~:::;:;:N:::::::::::::::::;:::;::;::::::::;::t'INOTICING St-IE WAS WEARING A WtG?"wr 
." .. SUE i'rIE PEVIL M Qf YOVR tI'CAR-IS. You 
NANCY 5 lie" WAS ED WI-!E", " SHOVL\) hl' ASHAME!) qf YovRSE'WEs7!" 
FovND OVT ABOVT US TIN" THE WAL\(.ING I-\OME,WEA\"~ FeL..TCf<VDO~ . 
G HO~TL~ HAND IN !-lEft BA'TI\Root>1. SitE 
ASK'C!> us WAS TI1AT ¥e R \l CI1 RISTIAN. 
NANC\lS MoTtlE'P. IS So CHRISTIAN NANC':J 
CAN'T EVEN WEAR PANTY\10$E. r.r--= 
AT I -rOL.D NANc~ SoRfI., FoR GflflHe, 
l-\c~ IN jR,ovBLE. SHE SAID S'rIE WAS VSEOio 
Ii. T\\£;N Sid MY LOC.!<tR Ii WAS HER Wt\o 
BROIiGHT Up THE \-IANP. S\-\E SAlO WOVLp I 
Do Ii S~ANCc WIT~ ~E.~ IN -mE GI~\.S 
CAN TO TIl.Y AN" !f..OIl'C TH'C GHOSTL'=' ftA 
OUT OF t-I~F- 6ATI\RoOM TO -rt-\E sc.~OOL 
8A~R"OM. NANCY's MY F~IEND I HAP 
VIE WENT INTO Sr"l.\. #" 5. IN A WAY I WAS 
SE~IOV5L'::l FIlEAKED OUT. 0\-\ HAND PL'ASE 
LfAvE T!-IE '6ATrlRoCM OF 321'2 S. G~AN!)OW 
AND COM'e TO HIE LAVA-To,:t., Of SEL.MErt 
JR. f-\IGI-\. 01-\ \-lAND. T~EN THIS GIRL 
SUE ACKE~ YANKS oPEN THE STIILL. S\\E 
SAW VS l-\oL!)ING \-\ANOS So ·NOW HIE 
WHOLE S,HooL THINKS wE'R-e: LESB"S. 
IF 1l-\E 'poWER'OF -me I-\AND I~ ReAL 
PLEASE CI-\OI<E. SVe A(Io<~:;;;~;..",' ~=~;;--... 
Tl) SM'i 
non-
chem-frlle. wanted to share CfJrj smoker for three BR recovery 
BR apt. w125 yr old on West 5t. household. Quiet Deering High 
$287 per month plus utils and neighborhood, laundry. parking, 
deposit. Heat and hot water inc. $250 per mo. plus telephone. heat 
Avail Jan. 2, 761-9547. included. 772-3058 
A ROOMMATE FOR THE lOs ROOMMATE needed to share Old 
MlF. Large. quiet 2-br in West Port apt. starting Jan . 1 or 
End. Considerate. chem-free. no • sooner. $265 per mo. plus elect. 
smoking. no pets. the rest is Call 761-9660 mornings or eves. 
negotiable. $280 plus. Call 773- best. 
~~~NSIBL£ yet fun-loving MIF I 'C~. ]·¥·'!'I$~.lrP(:X·~l 
non-smoker wanted to share I!II r.'1f'i'fC¥~ 
spacious, sunny 3-BR off East M 'gl.),,t;l:tirttt1e 
Prom, watelVlews. $207 per plus -
utils and deposit. 874-0503. 
HOUSEMATE wanted Jan 1 to 
share roomy 4-BR in N. Deering 
THE BEST CHRtSTMAS you can 
give your lamily is a new home. 
When you make a $500 depostt on 
your new home between now and 
Christmas 1969 Sh<ll'«:ilS8 Homes 
will match your deposit and issue 
you a gift certificate for the tolal 
$1000 to put under your tree. 
Turn your rent money into an 
investment in a real home of your 
own for as little as $15 a day, 
anywhere in Maine. Model homes 
open at Turner Plaza, Tumer. Rt 
302. Naples. For more inlonnation 
call toll-free t-800-344-6552. 
Showcase Homes Inc, Tumer, ME. 
with 3 others . Seeking 
cooperative. intelligent, sincere 
person with a good sense 01 humor. 
Renls cheap. Call 878-8356. 
2 WOMEN LOOKING for a 3rd 
housemate. Great house and 
backyard in S. Portland. chem-
Iree. supportive, honest, $266 
plus, call 799-5669 
ROOMMATE WANTED S . 
Portland, yard, parking, storage, 
good location, 2nd floor of a nice 
older house, $240 inc. heat & hot 
water. 767-4693 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. 
non-smoker, West End Apt. $155 
plus, call 775-6247 
DANFORTH ST apt to share. $275 
plus utJls. women only. eves. call 
874-2908 
PEAKS ISLAND two women 
looking for a woman roommate 
Furnished or not, warm interior, 
fireplace. perfect island house, 
views of harbor. No pets. we have 
cals. 766-5625 
Lf OR GM wanted to share apt. 
near USM. Large 1st ft, spacious. 
sunny, parking. fireplace, HIW 
firs. part furnished. cats OK 
$275 mo . plus hall utils. Avail. on 
or before Jan. 1. 874-4960. 
COMPLETElY fURNISHED 
country home available. Looking for 
roommate to share. Rent is just 
$250 plus half ulils. Call me at 
929-5834 
HOUSEMATE to share 2-BR house 
in quiet Portland neighborhood. 
$380 inc. all utils. laundry. full 
WOodworking shop. backyard with 
stone BBQ Pets ok. call Gary at 
772-7557 
SOBER, non-smokmg roommates 
needed for large 3-BR apt. on 
Portlands West End HW firs. 
deck. and LR with fireplace 
Separate kitchen and pantry gives 
lots 01 space. $172 per mo. plus 
heal, utils and dep. Call Andy at 
874-0226 Friend of Bill W. 
i(']',:aj)S] 
~
GORGEOUS, spacious. 2-3 BR 
fully furnished apt. in sale West 
Prom area. Avail. on monthly basIS. 
hardwood floors. fireplace , 
oriental rugs, antiques. linen and 
laundry. Call owner at 772-1402. 
PORTlAND quiet, first class 
condo Immediately avail. for rent. 
2-BR. 1.5 baths, townhouse end 
unit. storage and WID inc. $595 
plus utils. Call 781-3631 or 774-
9847 
LIVE AT OOB. ocean view lrom 
beautiful 2-BR apt steps to 
beach, lully furnished, $430 inc. 
all, avail. till June. no pets . Call 
775-0909 eves . 
child 
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI will 
be offering an Arts & Crafts time 
designed for the young child ages 
3-7. The class lime will be 3:30-
5:30, M-F, with Hexible scheduling. 
Early arrivals at 3:00 will be 
welcomed. The dass lime Will be 
limited to 12 children and will locus 
on seasonal themes Snacks Will be 
provided. Call 799-2400 for more 
IIIfo. 
for rent • office 
""'.,.., .... ~P.!I IAUDmoN-The Mystic Theater Co. 
has come to Portland. We're 
"WiIW_IA_""~ lookino for talent; actors, JoM_.c.-.,....................... actresses. tech. etc. Feb . 
Arts related oroduction. Cau 773-O211! 
studio space for rent. I [$1i j1 !j I ~ • 
Opening new area-
open-space studios. 
From $' SO. per month 
which Indudes heat, 
water, lights, etc. 
Mmrt.ined. locked building. 
Convenient location. 
Renting FAST. 
now for an appointment 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! Give a gift 
of intro. piano lessons lor one 
month Wi! come to s\udenls home. 
Basic fee $50. Call Sandy at 772-
5636. leave message please. 
WHOlfSTIC MUSIC Studio : 
Voice. piano. and keyboard lessons. 
Suzuki piano. children and adulls. 
Adult beginners and re-starters 
gleefullyencour·agedl 773-8250 
wanted 
DESPERATELY SEEKING tickets 
for New Kids on the Block CfJncert. 
A little girls Christmas will not be 
the same wilhout Ihese! Call 799-
6626 
799-7890. 
LOST one personally valued 1969 
Dark Shadows album. lost near 
Gena's and CCCC. 12-7-89. 
Reward if found and retumed. Call 
days 773-2762 or eves. 767-3310. 
It was a Christmas presenl
' 
HElP! Blue nylon briefcase. 
contents valuable only to owner. 
Substantial reward . Portland 
area 767-4315 
*EXCLUStVE* 
BERLIN TEE SHIRT 
PAINTING & DRAWING lessons. 
R.I. School of Design grad wants 
you to explore and develop your 
lalents. Call 874-6421 
BALLROOM DANCING classes 
begin Jan 3. foxtrot. swing. waltz. 




The art of color photography 
. An 8 week course 
In color slide photography. 
Evening classes w~h 
Charles Stein hacker. 
noted landscape and 
arch~ectural photographer. 
Winter course begins Jan. 8 
at Forevergreen Farm. 
N. Yarmouth. 
Call 829-5830 
for more information. 
catering 
SINATRA. CElTlCS, The Oead. 
we 've catered them. Now we're 
available 10 cater for yoll! Call 
Bellybusters Catering and join the 
most prestigious lisl of clients In 
New England. 934-0822. 
Heavy-duty 100% 
Hanes Beefy T 
High Impact 




Phone orders call 
800-854-5050 (ME) 
879·5370 (Portland) 
or mail to: 
FREEDOM GRAFICS 
50 Market St I-A 
Suite 324 
S. Portland, ME OWNER FINANCING for a 
reasonably priced 'fixer upper' 
wilhin commuling distance 01 
greater Portland. Will pay 12 mo 
In advance every Jan, also taxes, 
Ins. ieQalfees. Phone 727-3948 
D E.... R-.- L f N 04106 
.*NOV1:MI)1:R 'J .~. ~3'J* ~SA/MC 









body & soul 




lost & found 
mUSical Instrumente 
notict's 







stuff for sale 
wanted dating services 
employment 




real estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent gigs 
IZ services 
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck 
available to do odd jobs and moving. 
Very handy and can tix most 
anything. Excenent relerences. call 
anytime, night or day, 774-2159. 
leave message. 
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER 




specializing in uniquely personalized rJ 
session work. Individual or group. """'" heel 
Adulls. children or animals, formal tile,:. . 
or casual. Your home or my studio 
or anywhere. Black and white or. 775-5117 
color. Package offers available. ...-------.... 
Very reasonable rates. Call Rick at 
774-4732. 
OJ FOR HIRE Contemporary 
music. classic rock & roll. 
reasonable rates. Call 767 -1252. 
leave message. 
NO NONSENSE WAY to $500 a 
day! Send SI and SASE to LA 
Associates. PO Box 1009, 
Brunswick, ME, 04011 
A WOMANS TOUCH; Painting and 
wallpapering. No job is too big or 
too small. ReSidential or 
CfJmmerciai. excellent references. 





Get your company noticed! 
¢> Showcase Products or Services 
4- Professional I mage 
«> Inc reased Sates 
Call Cor free consultation. 




Specializing In demonstrative 
evidence and imapes lor all 
phases of CfV;( /ttiuatioo. 
Five years regal experience. 
RICK CROCKETT 
fiNISH' CARPENTRY and 
cabinets. Remodeling. kitchens. 
baths, interiors. decks. and 
addilions. Free estimates . 
relerences available . Call Leo 
Algeo, 688-2229. 
BOOKKEEPING, accounting. and 
tax preparation for businesses and "' __ "".:Iw.&'-__ " 
individuals. High caliber work, 16 
years experience, reasonable rates. 


















I . .. . ~7~-~1,,;;:0=:;;::;tJ 1.-_____ ---' 
~oupon COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELNER TO: 
theCBW 
Ct ... ,ned 
Potl", before 
completeing his 
form. Write legibly 
or type. and use 
additional paP'" 
If necessary. 
If you derive regular income 
from the subjocts(s) d your 
Cla .. ifled AdO(II/ please 
use the business rate. 
And thank you for 
choosing Casco Bay Weekly 
All ch.rg ...... per week 
Indiv1dual Business 
Up to 30 words 
31-45 Words 
46-60 Words 
Each Add'l word 






MESSAGE: ____________________________________________ __ 
PREFERRED CATEGORY: __________________ --' TOTAL WORDS: ___ __ 
BASIC RATE (from above) 
+ ___ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH +-----
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Classified Department 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
Not for publication: We need the following information 
to print your ad. ~ will be held in strict confidence. 
NAME __________________________ __ 
ADDRESS __________________________ __ 
CITY __________________ -'--______ _ 
STATE ______ ZIP CODE ______ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE ___________________ _ 
PAYMENl: Check Money Order __ _ 
Mastercard Visa 
Credit Card # ____________ _ 
Classified ads must be paid for in ad-
vance. We accept cash. personal checks • 
money orders. VISA and MASTERCARD. 
Consult the RATES in the coupon to deter-
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND ttems are 
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for 
all types of classified advertising is Monday 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's 
edttion. Ads received after the deadline will 
be run starting with the next issue. CBW will 
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual 
services for money or goods. or ads wtth 
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full 
names. street addresses or' phone numbers 
in the I?ERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST ei-
ther provide a Post Office Box number in 
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate 
information In AD FORM). All information 
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON adver-
llsers Is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay 
Weekly reserves the right to categorize. 
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con-
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of 
omissions in. or a failure to insert. any adver-
tisement for which it may be responsible. 
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in 
which error. omission or failure to insert oc-
curred. Classified ads are not refundable. 
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional) 
SUBTOTAL 
+----- EXPiration~D~at::e,;;;;;;;;;;;r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;P;;;;;;;~_. 
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN 
TOTAL. ENCLOSED 
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bod & soul 
MElAPlfYSICAI. Readings from a 
spiritual perspective offer insight 
and practical application regarding 
your current energy field, life 
lessons, past lives, personal 
symbols and archtypes. Tarot 
readings also avail-able, call Regina 
at 729-0241. 
SELF HYPNOSIS to stop 
smoking, control weight, stress, 
fears, insomnia, pain . Enhance 
creativity, concentration, etc . 
Greater Portland house-calls 
available. For free brochure call 
772-2442. Eliott Cherry, R. Hy., 
Certified Hypnotherapist. 
THERAPEUTIC massage 
Remember how to relax. Cha~ene 
Telenar, certified massage 
therapist, member _ AMTA. 
Thinking about gift-giving? Gift-
certificate special I Holidays 
stressful? Put yourself on your 
list I By appointment, 854-3943. 
MASSAGE a combination of 
therapeutic massage modalities, 
using a variety of oils and 
ointments. Gift Certificates 
available Linden- Thigpen, 
Certified Massage Therapist, New 
Images, 142 High St, across from 
the Sonesta. By appointment. 
775-4010. 
GIFTS OF LOVE for children and 
seekers of all ages. Find carefully 
selected books, toys, calendars, 
oils, Chinese temple bells and 
reflex balls, T-shirts, cards, 
dreidles , all at Maybe 
Someday ... 195 Congress St 
between Levinskys an,d Whole 
Grocer, 773-3257, 10-6 daily, 
O.S.! 
DRAWING: Learning to See. 
Classes begin Jan. 8&10, Mon. 
eves. or Wed. eves. 5:30-8:30 pm, 
10 week session. Tuition: $250. 
Write: K. Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls, 
Cape Elizabeth, Maine, 04107 or 
call 799-5728. 
IMPERATIVES OF THE HEART, 
authentidty and vocation. 
Weekend workshop Jan. 20-21, 
1990, for information call Dwinell 
and Hall, 799-1024. 
ROLFING relieves stress • 
improves posture. Give yourself a 
hft with down to earth body work. 
Information orlree consultation call 
774-3175 or check the yellow 
pages under 'Ro~ing'. An approach 
toward the whole human body , 
HEALING LOSS 
• n d 
TRANSITION 
For individuals expiriencing 
the need to release the nat-
ural feelings resultin9 from 
life's losses. Teachlngsl Personal sharing - A sa e 
place to do healing. 
Weekly, Wed. 7:30-9:oopm 
Beginning Jan.l0 lor 
10 weeks. $225, weekly 
payments accepted. 
Jacob Watson, M_A. 
870-8656 
0} 6n~<"'l'. '; '11i~ ~!i, 1I 
GROWING UP DIVORCED 
Counseling group for ~ids 
whose families are 
separated/divorced. Kids 
share their feelings and 




535 Ocean Ave., Portland 
Tuesdays, starting Jan. 9, 
8 weeks 
5-8 yr. olds 4:15-5:15 
9-14 yr. olds 5:30-6:30 
Jeanne Peterman, M,Ed_ 
846-9863 
Adele Brainard, LMSW 
846-0889 
SHIATSU I am opening a practice 
of Wholistic Healing to eventually 
include a variety of approaches, 
I.e., crystal layouts, smudging, 
scents, colors, invocations and 
ceremonies to enhance 
communication with the Divine. 
Keith Hintz, 774-3013. 
MENS JOURNAL WORKSHOP 
with Alfreds DePew. FOI 
beginners and those who want to 
expand their journals. To explore 
such issues as fathers, mentors, 
spirituality, competition, sex, and 
purpose. Every other Monday, 7-9 
PM, begins Jan 8, six sessions, 
S100 call 775-3708. Leave 
message. 
REIKI HEALING: Let this 
Japanese energy balancing 
technique relieve your holiday 
stress and pain, leaving you 
mentally clear, renewed, revitalized 
and feeling great. Call Kristen 
Erico, 2nd degree Practitioner, 
773-134~ , ." 
NEUROCYCLING puts standard 
hypnosis in the Dark Ages. This is 
no stage show or New-Age fad. Its 
real and it works! Turn negative 
thoughts into personal power. Quit 
smoking to Self-healing For more 
info and a complete listing of se~­
hypnosis tapes send $1 
(refundable) to Ron Todd CHT, 12 
Union St. Auburn, ME 04210. 
A HEALTHFUL GIFT that 
lasts ... yoga classes at the Yoga 
Center, BUilding lA, Thompsons 
Point, Portland. 10-week winter 
session begins Jan 8th, free class 
Sunday, Jan 7, 1 :30-3PM Call 799-
4449 
WHOLE FOODS COOKING classes 
for folks in transition to 
vegetarian eating style. Three 
.sessions: Jan. 19, 26, and Feb. 2, 
10l!M to 12Noon, $55. Call 774-
8889 for more info or to register. 
MASSAGE FOR WOMEN Seeking 
new clients for massage directed 
to thier personal needs. Feel great 
this winter and/or treat someone 
to that same great feeling with a 
holiday gift certificate. Carolyn 
Fowle-Rogers, LPN. 797-0514. 
FREE P£RSONALITY TEST You r 
personality determines your 
hapPiness. Know why? Call 
Dianetics Hotline, l-BOO-For Truth 
or 1-800-367-8788 
TV SPECIAL! Learn how to lose up 
to 30lbs for under S100. Or. 
recommended. Watch the 
Discovery Channel \0 learn more 
about tha Diet Disc Program, Dec. 
21,8:30 AM and Dec. 23 7:30 AM 
for more info call 207,774-8784 
M-F1Q-5. 
WANTED; 65 people to lose up to 
30lbs in 30 days for under $100. 
Or . Recomended, 100% 
guaranteed, call Mon-Fri lOam to 
6pm, 774-8784 
SHIATSU is the Japanese 
,refinement of acupuncture. It is 
based wholly on the Chinese system 
of healing which is over 2000 years 
old. A treatment is composed of 
pressure on particular 
combinations of pressure points 
and gentle body manipulations 
which activate the clearing of the 
body's meridians or channels of 
fundamental vital energy. 
Acupuncture is excellent for acute 
or chronic conditions. Shiatsu is 
excellent for tuning up and 
maintaining ones well-being and 
health. It is more a treatmenl than 
a massage yet massage techniques 
are employed. Shiatsu offers one 
the knowledge of self-healing 
through direct energetic 
expenence. Call Ann Foster 
Tabbutt, Practitioner" Regency 
Health Club, 774-4200 
WOMEN: Does being in love mean 
being in pain? Learn how to change 
dysfunctional relationship 
patterns. Therapy group now 
fonning based on 'Women Who 
Love Too Much'. For more 
infonnation, call 871-9256. 
A NO-PAIN, all-gain, all-around 
good deal is what you get with a 
Casco Bay Weekly classified. II's 
simple, cheap and effective. What 
else needs be said? 
" 
fb RICKGILDE is pleased to welcome 
CAROL MCLEOD 
as an associate in his 




For each MASSAGE you purchase, 
you will receive a gift certificate for 
another massage of equal length_ 
Please call for on appointment. J 
10 Exchonge Street, Number 211, Portlond, ME 04101 
(207) 761-3931 
em 10 ment 
PfT COORDINATOR, Project 
Maine Neighbor. Organize and 
collabcrate 'hith OOvisory commitee 
to identify and address a specific 
healthcare access problem- for 
older people in S. Maine . 
Qualifications: Experience with 
community organizations, volunteer 
groups, and Federal grants. 
Excellent organizational skills, 
ability to work independantly. 
Salary $8250 PIT. Send resume 
to Planner, S. Maine Agency on 
Aging, PO Box 10480, Portland, 
04104, by 12-29-89, EOE, M-F-H. 
notices 
ATTRACTIVE LADY with flair for 
clothes as artists portrait model. 
Apply the Afternoon Gallery, 49 
Dartmouth St, Portland, Wed, 
Thu, Fri, after 1 PM. Minimum 
wage. 
RELIABLE PERSON for 
vegetarian cooking and personal 
care. Call76f -5887 or 773-3275. 
JEWISH? Want to earn $$$? 
Want a part-time job teaching 
Hebrew or Sunday school? Call 
874-8010, if no answer call 797-
0256. 
NOTICE 
Please take notice Lhat Maine Turnpike Authority 
430 Riverside Street, Ponland, ME 04103 
is ming for a permit with the Deparunenl of Environmental 
Protection to make alterations under the Natural Resources 
Protection Act. 
The proposed project, relocating the Turnpike south bound 
offramp to 1-l9S1 is located on the Maine Turnpike at 
interchange 5. The existing southbound offramp will be 
closed ~d a new one lane offramp and deceleration lane 
constructed on a new alignment immediately nonh of the 
existing southbound onramp, at the following address, 
Maine Turnpike Interchange 5 
MM34 Saco, Maine 
The application will be med for public inspection at the 
Department'S Office in Augusta and at the municipal offices 
on December II, 1989. 
Written comcnenLS and/or a request for a public heating 
from an interested person must be sent to the Deparuncnt 
of Environmental Protection, SLaie House Station .17, 
Augusta, Maine, 04333, within 14 days of ming the. 
application to receive consideration. A pubhc heanng may 
or rna y not be held at the discretion of the ColIJlIllssioner 
or Board of Environmental Protection. 
erson to erson 
YOUNG, PROFESSIONAL 
church-going couple, looking for 
'hilling third party to videotape us 
engaging in strict B&D. Passive 
voyeeurs only interested in h.ms-
off friendship. Send letter and 
photo. CBW Box 580 
WRESTLERS WANTED S WM 
30, 160, seeks other males for 
wrestling workouts. Prefer 18-
30 year-aids 140-160, your mat 
or mine. CBW Box 587 
Ii 31 YEAR OLD MAN seeks bi 
or gay men for friendship. All 
races welcome. Discreet and 
ho~est. PO Box 9715-215, 
Portland, ME, 04104 
DECK THE ....... Santa Claus is 
GWM 32, 5-10, 160, attractive, 
seeking other GWMIs for mutually 
satisfying friendships. Write me 
your interests and fantasies. 
CBW Box 588 coming .... ___ .Jingle._ ..... Rocking 
around _____ Jt came upon_ .. ____ .. AFFECTIONATE SWM 22, 5-7, 
135, average, seeking smaller 
SWF 18-22 for long term 
reiationship.I'm open, hones~ and 
can do my own laundry! Desire 
friendship, companionship, QOod 
conversation. Do you want to be 
wined, dined, romanced? Lets 
start the New Year right! All 
replies answered. CBW Box 589 
SINCERE SM 39, 6-1, 190, 
seeks non-smoking, clean and 
sober Portland area woman 28-
40 for intimate long-term 
relationship. Children are 
welcome, photo appreciated. PO 
Box 4714, DTS, Portland, ME, 
04112 
WANTED: One Christmas elf 
SWF. Must be warm, caring, ike 
to have fun. Send details to 
Santa, 80x 204, Hallowell, ME, 
04347. Remember, I have a sled. 
(SWMtJ) 
I'm dreaming .... _ •.• 
If you've got the answers, I've got 
the solution_ SWF wants to spend 
Xmas in winter wonderland. Write 
CBWBox 599 
BROAD, BEARDED, and balding. 
This 28 SWM is looking for 
S/DWF with great sense of 
humor to break me away from my 
dull lifestyle of work, eat, sleep. 
Lets get together and try new 
exciting things. Phone and photo 
appreciated. CBW Box 583 
GWM EASY-GOING blonde, 
165, well-built, 30, likes old 
movies, dancing, jazz, eating out. 
Seeks dark haired sensitive stud 
with good sense of humor to share 
cold winter nights, lets heat them 
up together. Send photo and 
phone to CBW Box 585 
NEW TO PORTLAND from 
upstate NY, quality DWM, early 
40s, trim, 6' , exceptionally 
youthful and handsome, well-
educated professional, athletic, 
fun loving, active and romantic, 
looking for very attractive slim( 
non-smoking female cqunterpart. 
25-44, photo helpful. CBW Box 
584 ..... .. hello! 
SINCERE DWM late 30s, seeks 
mate, not date, values kindness, 
natural foods, fun, higher reality, 
not just liberal, creativity, good 
lokks, parenting, spontaneity, 
non-judgemental attitude. PO 
Box 1603, Portland, ME 
I NEED A PREm little country 
girl, with heart of gold, 
independant and pull your own 
weight. I am a very special kind of 
guy, SWM 305, boyish and shy. 
You don't need any gimmicks, just 
be yourse~ and d you can make me 
laugh you win my heart. Simple, 
huh? Don't be shy. No slobs or 
cigs please. CBW Box 586 
GWM LATE 201, tall, haven't you 
waited long enough to answer an 
ad? Double your money back (.50 
cents) if I'm not sincere, caring, 
open, intelligent. I love the coas~ 
exploring, travel, nature, long 
walks and down to earth people. 
Sony, no free steak knives 'hith 
this offer. CBW Box581 . 
INTELLIGENT PROFESSIONAL 
attractive fun-loving DWF early 
thirties seeks gentleman 35-55 
with like qualities for dining out, 
concerts, sleigh rides and 
adventure. Lets start the New 
Year together! Write me about 
yourself and include your phone 
number please. CfNJ Box 564 
ATTRACTIVE GWM 26, sincere, 
honest, sharing, enjoys ocean, 
travel, fun, and good times, 
fitness and getting into 
shape ... seeks a sincere, honest and 
true person for friendship or 
whatever works out. Please reply 
soon-what do you have to lose? 
Time is fleeting, don't miss out on 




CREATIVE, professional . 
successfU 'iYNM is seeking a Wonlan 
who is not afraid of being 
intelligent. I enjoy reading, art, 
jazz, and vibrant conversation . If 
you are interested in quality lime 
'hith an intelligent, caring, sensible 
person then we should meet CBW 
Box 509. 
GM, 6-3, 175, bearded, hairy, into 
ok:t meMes, new music, dancilg, sea 
breeze, moonlight, good food. I'm 
seeking other GM 25-40 with 
similar interests. 1990 could be the 
year' Send phone number .m photo 
to get first response. PO Box 
6101, Falmouth, 04105. 
GWM 6' 200, clean shaven, good-
looking, would like to meet same, 
muscular, dominant type to play 
husband role. Inlude phone and 
photo please. CBW Box 540. 
FROM MILD to WILD We have 
the girl for you. To meet hot new 
friends, call 1-800-451-DATE. 
Ladies, ask abcut our special offer! 
ARE YOU LOOKING for someone 
speCial to love and share deepest 
feelings with? Do you want the 
trust and mutual caring of a 
commited, monogamus 
relationship? Are you willing to 
take risks to change and grow? Do 
you enjoy cuddling, backrubs, 
romance, laughter, and the 
outdoors? Are you looking for 
serious moments intermixed with 
fun times? If so please write to 
tthis sensitive, hohonest, sensual 
SWM, 25, I'm the one for you! 
CBW Box 547 . 
DWF Trim, Tall Attractive 59 yr. 
old western Maine blond seeks tall, 
honest gentleman around same age. 
Love Mountains, Ocean, writing, 
dining out, music dancing, warm 
winter vacation - AM wann 
caring, loyal sincere, , a smoker -
own my own home and lakeside log 
cabinn. Self-supporting.CBW box 
548. 
WHAT A DEAL! For only the cost 
of an ordinary postage stamp 
(.25) you could get a date 'hith this 
fun, athletic, mid-twenties male. 
You must be female (main 
requirement) . Limited offer, 
respond now l Photo appreciated. 
CBW Box 563 
LETS PARTY! Two young 
Imdsome prdessiona men srek one 
or more foxes for winter retreats. 
Remember, none of us are on this 
Earth lor a long time, just a good 
time I PO Box 171, DTS, Portland, 
04112 
RESPONDING TO A 
CBW BOX? 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Sf. 
Portland, ME, 04102 
CBWj30x ,00 
~------------------------- --
DO IT Lilt. THIS. 
Your r .. pon .. will be 
forwarded, unopened, 
within 48 nour. of It. 
receipt. Thank.' 
WM 35 professional, attractive, 
seeks female interested in joining 
me for some occasional mid-week 
skiing in Maine or NH. No 
expectations, just some goos 
skiing, clean fun and companionship 
What do you have to lose? PO Box 
1734, Windham, ME, 04062 
OUTGOING SWF 28 who gets the 
greatest pleasure out of the simple 
things in I~e seejls a professional, 
non-smoking SWM 26-35 for fun, 
laughter, and adventure. If you are 
positive, fun-loving, consider 
laughter a must and prefer the 
road less-travelled, I'd love to heal 
from you. Phone number and photo, 
if you please. CBW Box 557 
SWM 31 6' 185, seeks bright, 
articulate S/oWF of all interests 
for dating and friendship with 
possibility for serious relationship 
CBW Box 566 
SWM 34, good-looking, athletic 
with beard and mustache. Seeks 
female 25-45 for quality, not 
quantity, good times, as I enjoy 
time by myself. Lets get together 
and explore the possibilities. Wher 
you have someone special to look 
forward to you just feel good all 
over I need that feeling again . 
Send phone number and pertinent 
info. CBW Box 5fi7 
A KNIGHT_ .. excelient, loyal 
true ... and Black, seeks a lady tha 
is excellent, loyal, true ... and 
comely, intelligent, not comatose 
athletic, but not exceedingly so 
Socially as well as physical!\, awake, 
21-28 (years, that is) and under 
180lbs for social and personal 
enlightenment. In the walkable 
Portland area, if you please. 00 
Include phone number, photc 
unnecessary. CfNJ Box 569 
DWF SEEKS kind , intelligent, 
Onental man for friendship, 
maybe relationship. I'm in my sas, 
5-7, non-smoker, skepticlbel-
iever. Interests: Fresh air (pub-
lished), books, backrubs, piano, 
great potroasts. Include phone 
please. CBW Box 590 
SWM 30 whose quiet side likes 
candlelit dinners, fireside 
rendezvous, and reading , and 
whose untamed side likes downhill 
skiing, racquetball , and doing 
industrial hip-hop. If you can go 
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When was the last time you met 
someone who blew you away? 
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to 
someone special. Selectively. lhoughtfully. Cheerfully. 
Being single in Maine can 'lIi£ Persona! 
be fun again. Why wait ~
any longer? Call 'lOw:. 
1he Personallbuch. 




"The Dating Service That Cares" 
You've seen me on Donahue al,d U.S.A. Today. 
As the oldest dating service in N .E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with caring 
concern and affordable rates. \1('hy not you? 
We're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatibles. 











1987 S .. ARU GI. 40k miles, 5-
spd, am-fm, dents on one side, 
otherwise in great condition. 
$2800, call 773-7468. 
1982 HOlDA CIVIC 4-dr silver 
sedan, 70k miles, excellent 
condition, $2850. m-5013. 
1985 VW GTI AIC, sunroof, am-
fm, new tires, brakes, shocks, 
exhaust. Sticker, runs like new, 
$4500. 772-7317 
1171 CIEYY PICKUP 
V-8, 70 I<, New Mexico truck, runs 
great, must sell soon. $1500. or 
best offer, 774-{)692 or 775-
7926 ask for Erik. 
romA Pickup 1984 Highway 
miles, well-maintained _ Cap, 
sliders, aluminum wheels,. $3500. 
or best offer. 772-3258. 
1982 SUIARU sedan-red, 4-dr, 
PW, PS, PS, AC, some rust, 
129,000 miles, $1000 or best 
offer. Mist sell, 865-3433. 
1115 FOIII WGEJI 'hith cap, 5-
speed, 4-cyt, $1650 or best offer. 
772-7880_ 
VOlVO 1955 122 2-dr, nice 
condition, 2~itre, dual carb, 4-
spd, sport exhaust S2500 or best 
offer. 637-2384. 
CHOICE 1114 Celebrity SIW. 
Newly rebuitt engine, 981<, $2600. 
82 Dodge 400 821<, $1600. Both 
cars weU-maintained, good shape 
inside and out Make offers, m-
6904. 
1117 JEEP COIIANCIE 4-cyt, 4-
wheel drive sport truck. Power 
steering, power brakes, AM-FM, 
black, moderate highway miles, 
never plowed, good condition. 
Good deal at $6000. Call 772-
5304. 
111& SUIlRU, excellent 
condition, AM-FM cassette, 
sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling for 
$3600, far below what you'd pay 
on a car lot Compare at $5000. 
879-7037 eves. 
lias IIlZIIA 1IX-7 GS model. 
Immaculate finish, AC, PS, PS. 
BIacIt with grey velour. A fun car to 
drive. Below book at $5975. 878-
2312. 
1171 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau 
roof, 4-dr, AC, cruise, stereo, 
new tires, battery, alt. Good 
condition, 'hith new sticker. $1000 
or best offer. 775-6586. 
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX ce, AC, 
all power, AM-FM 
cassette/equalizer, excellent 
shape, high miles, $2800 or best 
offer. 82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cyl, 
ee, AM-FM, 77000 miles, 
excellent shape. $1000 or best 
offer. Tim, 879-7038 or 770-
3738. 
1985 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5-
spd, air, sunroof, fun car. $4550 
or best offer. 772-2919 or 773-
8589. 
19 FT _ SEBAGO Suncraft 
inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4 cyl, 
twin cam, solid boat, needs minor 
work. $1000 firm Call 883-14n 
between lOam to 8prn 
QUEEN SIZE waterbed With 
mirrored headboardibookcase. Six 
drawers in base. Complete with 
heater, mattress, padded frame 
$350 or best offer. 846-9583 
REFRIGERATOR 13 cubic ft . 
almond Kelvinator, 9 years Old, 
clean and in good shape except for 
freezer door problem, good second 
or camp refrigerator. $50, please 
call 774-5910 days. 
SOLOFlEX weight machine. 
Includes Ieg- and fIy-machine. The 
total at home workout. Its been 
used but not abused. Asking $900, 
leave message at 799- 2119. 
OKIJATA Microl,"e 393 printer, 
top of the line. Software, extra 
lonts, and ribbons . Cost 51400, 
tested but never used, $850. Call 
846-3397. 
ORENTAL RUG Authentic, new, 
beau~ful hand-woven Kashmir rug . 
Pure wool. 6'x4', similar ones retail 
for $1700, bargain priced at 
5850. Must sell, 773-7988. 
SONY VIIEO camcorder, 8-mm, 
many extras, perfect condition, 
$600 or best offer, call 725-3310 
or 725-9494 eves. 
PROFORM TREADMI.L running 
or walking up to 9 mph. used 4 
months, originally S1000, will 
sacrifice for $650 or B/O. 773-
0749 ~es, leave messaae. 
HAVE YOU just cleaned out your 
allic or your garage, and now you 
need to let people know you've got a 
lot of great stuff to sell? Place a 
classified in Casco Bay Weekly and 
you'll be chasing people away. Call 
the caw Classified Hotline: 775-
6001. 
1.1 VW RUlIT 4-dr, 99,800 
miles, $800, Call 761-945Q after 
6:30. 
1., RIIID foB 1-Ion truck with 
stake bed. Transferable life-time 
.rust-proof warranty. 30,000 
miles, $12,500, call 874-8529 M-F 
or 787-2187 niItl~ or week ends. 
CHEVY ClVAUER 1986 4-dr, 
auto, AMIFM, AlC, rust proof, 
low mileage, recent muffler, 
excellent condition, $4500. Call 
854-8246. 
1188 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent 
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma 
Cap, slide windows, rust-proofing, 
AM-FM stereo, asking $7200. 
Don, 839-4567 eves. please. 
74 PLYMOUTH 2-dr hardtop, S-
6, low miles, 55k, inspection 
sticker, body excellent inside and 
ou~ new battery and tires, tOlSion 
bar needs welding. Best offer, 
774-1>571. 
1181 FORD PROBE GT Turbo. 
Loaded with every option irduding 
CO player, red with red interior. 
MIst sell, buyilg house. Call Oem 
at 774-5626 or 865-3058 
1115 WI 9OO-s 4-door, 5-
speed, sun-roof, air conditioning. 
AM-FM Clarion Cassette, 68 K 
miles, cruise control, heated seats, 
all electric, fog lights_ Excellent 
condition,$7900.774~ 
n AMC HURIEl wagon, good 
sticker, runs well, a true classic! 
$350, call 883-1473. 
1114 MERCURY Grand Marquis 
LS, loaded, 46k, new muffler & 
Shocks, excellent condition. $5500 
or best offer, 773-2S7,1. 
SCIIOOl BUS for sale. Ideal spare 
route bus, church bus or camper 
conversion. Seats 28 kids or 17 
adults, $1750. Call Mark at 774-
5721 days or n3-3854 eves. 
11.8 VW SCIROCCO 4-spd, 
103k, 2 new radials, runs well, 
some rust. $475. 647-5028 after 
6PM. 
1988 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-spd 
7500 miles, perfect condition. 
Want an automatic. 879-1869 
eves. 
1185 IUICK RIVIERA fu Ity 
loaded, excellent condition, call 
879-1869. 
1.7 414 SUiARU GL coupe It. 
blue, 65k, great shape. Asking 
$6500, call 797 -4673. 
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop 
being shiftless, get into gear 'hith 
this standard trans. V-6, 1981 
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs 
strong, looks good. $950 shifts 
ownership. 657-2454. 
1187 DLDS CUTLASS Ciera-
AlC, power windows, AM-FM 
stereo, cruise. tilt. car ohone 
optional. 58k, exoelleot condition, 
$5500, call 878-2748. 
UFECYctf • 'hinters coming, keep 
fit in the comfort of your home. 
Great Christmas gift. New, 
$1650, asking $1200. Call Frank 
at 775-4482. 
DIAMOID RII' antique filigree 
white gold, possible engagement or 
dinner ring, $425. Call Lee at 761-
6688. 
MI.lER WELDER Rough-neck 2-
E, with 16 HP Tecumsah engine. 
50ft leads, heavy-duty tart, $950 
or best offer. 883-3962 days or 
883-£496 eves. 
USED OFFICE FURN_ folding 
tables, drafting tables, Fax, 
phones, calculator, chairs, 
intercoms, etc. 883-3962 days or 
883-6496 eves. 
USED POWER TOOLS drills, 
skilsaws, table saws, grinders, 
sanders, etc. Call 883-3962 days 
or 883-6496 eves. 
MAC SE: 1 Meg RAMI20 Meg HO 
With standard keyboard . 
Upgrading to SEl30. In original 
carton, some shareware and 
freeware. $2350. Call Rich at 
772-4400. 
SKIS- Rossignal 4M. New in 89, 
used twice. Length 203cm . 
Salomon 957 bindings. S600 value, 
will sell for $495, ca1l65? -4312. 
MACINTOSH 512K enhanced 
computer. Ideal for school, home or 
business. 800k external drive, 
turbo mouse and software. Call 
854-2972 
1184 VW JmA 4-dr, 5-spd, 
sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine 
condition, asmg $3375. Call 761-
2595, messages returned. 
1m FORD FAllMONT wagon, 4-
spd, 4-qI, good transportation. 
$695 or best offer. Step-up QH 
trailer, good condilion, $900 or 
best offer. 929-6956. 
1175 DODGE DART slant six, 4-
dr, new battery, and snow tires. 
Runs great, ready for winter, 
recent sticker, solid body, very 
reliable transportation . Asking 
$650, call Rob at 767 -5700 days 
or 773-0886 eves_ 
n VW IIlIIIT diesel, impeccable 
maintenance record, near mint 
condition, cloth interior, 4-dr, 4-
spd, AM-FM cassette with 
equalizer, luggage rack, optional 
winter tires & rims, incredibly 
clean . Avg 45 mpg, $1495 firm. 
784-2739. 
1.7 FGIIIJ BROlCO, exc. cond., 
power package, cruise control, 
running boards with lights, tire 
rack, AlC, 36k, $13000, 829-
329~eves. _ 
82 VOlVO WACOI overdrive, 
88k, runs good, body great, asking 
$4600 or best offer. Call late, 
774-0435. 
12 PEUGEOT Ii04 Turbo diesel, 
excellent condition, power 
windows, sunroof, and locking 
system. $7200 negotiable. 774-
1343. 
1_1I0111A CAl blue 5-spd AM-
FM cassette stereo, alloy wheels, 
Bosch fog~ights, new tires and 
exhaust. Excellent condition, 
highwaY mies, no rust $3000. Call 
929-6603, leave message. 
1979 DOD'E ASPEN good 
condition, power steering, power 
brakes, tilt steering AIC, AM-FM 
stereo, must sell-best offer. 773-
6409 nights after 5:30 and 
v.eeImls. 
1180 CALIFORIIA Corv-ette, 
white, T-Top, telescope and tilt-
wheel. Needs interior work, good 
engine. Compare around, and bkIe 
book price. $7000. Call 
John, 874-0542 
1.1 F-l51 XLT Lariat SUperCab 
pickup 'hith air and loaded, 5-spd, 
15k miles, bed liner, excellent 
shape, $10000 or best offer. 883-
3962 days or 883-6496 after 6 
fM _ 
1171 VW IUS, 8Sk, exc. running 
condition, no rust, rear seat folds 
into bed, $ 1850 or best. 773-
6615 
17 HOIIDA ACCORD LXI hatch-
back, excel:ent shape, AM-FM 
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind, 
pwr mirr, snow tires, P8IPS, 
$9100, 773-6373 or 773-1110. 
MUSIC MAN guitar amp, 2-
channel, new tubes, 12" Celestian 
speakers, great condition. $350 or 
best offer, call Phil at 773-5032 
GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical 
atmosphere with this beautiful 
Broyhill living room set. Original 
cost $tBOO, sacrifice for $1000 or 
best offer. 4 mos old. 773-3525 
THE ORIGINAl NOTEBOOK 
computer Tandy 100 w132k word 
processing, spreadsheet, 
database, ouUiner, modem, telcom 
software. Daisy wheel printer, 
cables, ribbons, accoustic cups, 
great for student or 1st computer. 
Olig. $1000 now $500. 871-8964 
PENTAl VHS Camcorder, used 
once . Time lapse, zoom, fade, 
autofocus, 3 lux, inc. case. New 
51300, must sell, $850. Dayna 
5.25 Iloppy disk for Mac 
computer, $350. 767-6213 
APPLE MAC 512-E goo d 
condition, $600 or best, also MIDI 
Interface for Mac or Apple II GS, 
still in box, call 879-7048, leave 
~ 
ELECTRIC GUITAR like new, 
series 10, locking tremola, 5-way 
switch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate G-
20 amp, 60 watts, RMS, hardshell 
case, Strato caster style, S400 
firm . 773-7533 
198& SERRA 1500 GIIIC pickup, 
pwr sterg & boo, stereo, $3500 
or best offer, 883-3962 days or 
883-6496 after 6 PM. 
BUY YOURSELF a Christmas 
present. 1972 Chevy pickup, 
48500 original miles. Must sell 
$450.773-9728, leave message. 
1985 JEEP CJ·7 hardtop, 6-<:yl, 
40k, AM-FM-<:assette, center 
console, summer bimi top. Looks 
good, runs great, rust-proofed. 
Must sell, no reasonable offer 
refused. 871-8293. GTD 
58 MERCEDES 238, 801<, original 
miles. Many new parts, just 
inspected. 4-spd, 4-dr, regal, 
clean, fast. Lost storage space, 
must sell, best offer. 832-6925. 
1984 NISSAI 300 ZX excellent 
condition. 49k, 5-spd, t-tops, 
loaded, white wltan interior. Will 
cry when I sell. $7900, 774-6489 
eves. 
1985 VOlVO GL wagon, loaded, 
air, auto, leather seats, wine 
wlbeige interior, mint. SOk, AM-
FM cassette, call 781-3072 or 
772-2202, $9900. 
lt85 BMW 528.£ mint, well-
maintained, full-power, sunroof, 
AC, leather, $12500 or best 
offer. 627 -4069. 
1180 -SUBARU 0l15OO sedan, 
only 64k, maintenance recordls, 5-
spd. Runs great, little rust I1f the 
doors but thriJgh interior. A great 
buy at $975. Call 353-4176 after 
7PM. 
1988 HONDA ACCORD OX 3-dr, 
tilt, cassette, 5-spd, sunroof, 
4Ok, blue, like new, great deal at 
$8900, call 761-4608. 
17 TOYOTA PlCII-UP 2 -W D , 
excellent condition, Du raliner, 
Trukmate tool box, sun-roof, 
remote alann, stereo, sliding rear 
'hindows, step-toe bumpers, oil 
changed religeously, John, 772-
4715 
1983 CHRYSLER LEIAROI red 
4-dr auto, cruise, 3Dmpg, no rust, 
looks great, runs good, well-
maintained, recent sticker. $2200 
or best, 846-4324. 
PAMPERED 78 SAO It GL 
hatchback. One owner car, well-
maintained, $1950, call 799-1578 
and ask for Marsha or leave 
message. 
79 CUTLASS SUPREME 
Brougham all power, new sticker 
mag wheels, low miles; no rust, 
make offer. 761-4696 or 839-
»ll, Sue or Milte 
87 'll JmA all the extras, 
bright red, sunroof, AC. oreat 
shape, $7500. or best offer. 774-
8066 
OLD OAN rocking chair, $1-00, old 
mantle clock, $100, walnut 
wardrobe, $150, kitchen table 'hith 
enamel top, $100, 2 tan floor lamps 
with marble shelves, $100, wood 
high chair, $50. 797-8328 
IIIKKO RECEVER 11 mos. old, 53 
watts per channel, cost new $275, 
sell at $200, Samsung VCR, 
player only, new in bcx, S150, Gold 
Star VCR with remote, 2-yrs old, 
$150,775-0493 days. 
AIR BRUSH Badger dual action 
airnrush and Paasch compressor, 
6' hose, botHes, etc, $175 or best 
offer, 774-5585 leave messaQe. 
WHEELS Pirelli PGoo on Fittipaldi 
FiUiaro wheels, 205-55-15 fits 3 
series BMW, $650 Pirelli mud and 
snow tires mounted on steel wheels 
for 3 series BMW, $350. 773-
6615 
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk 
ultralight, enclosed cockpit, push-
button start, full ailerons and 
flaps . On wheels , with floats 
$6500 or best offer Catamaran 
with new trampoline and roller-
reefing jib, $1400. 799-4305. 
USKI 
RENTALS 




1bere's only one passenger on the 
driverssideofthe bus. See him? How 
many passengers are on the other side? 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Ifso, 
there could bea $20giftcertificate from 
Alberta's in it for the first prize winner. 
A$15 gift certificate from Green Moun-
tain Coffee Roasters awaits the second 
prizewinner_Contestantsareineligible 
to win more than one prize in a four-
week span and only one entry is al-
lowed per contestant. 
o 1989 United Feature Syndicate. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #49 
The most commonly mispro-
nounced (or misspelled word is "offi-
ciant" (which means one who presides 
ata religiOUS ceremony); many people 
mistake itfor "efficient" (which means 
dropping a syllable) . Other common 
errors include: entry, vital, piers, purse, 
arras, merry, loathe, Aries, arise, yule 
and you'll. 























All entries for this week's Real 
Puzzle should be received sometime 
during the week between Christmas 
and New Year's. We won't be here, so 
just get them in before the weekend. 
The solution to this week's Real Puzzle 
wil1appearintheJan.11 issue of Casco 
Bay Weekly. Send the last guess of the 
80's to: 
Real Puzzle *51 
Casco Bay W_kIy 
187 Clark Str_t 
Portland, Maine 04102 
Hoora y for Harry Kelly of Portland, 
who really knows thcEnglish language. 
LynnMa tyasalso of Portland, seems to 
be as hip to this less-than-consistent 
language as Harry. If there is a happy 
little man running around, wearing 
some kind of Arctic- tested clothing 
and feeling especially generous, a let-
ter opener around our othcrwise per-
fectoffice would be great. Don't worry, 
we'll find more than one usc for it. 
Makesomereasonably wild memories 
for yoursel vesover the end-of-the-year 
hooplas, but take it easy. We want to 






"1 want a leather coat~ 
"I want a Nintendo~ 
"I want a skateboard~ 
"I want a BMX bike~ 
"I want a Monster." 
"1 want a new go1fbag~ 
"I want a day off." 
"I want a Christmas tree~ 
"I want a new car." 
"I want a facelift~ 
"I want a new outfit~ 
"1 want a puppy." 
"1 want a gift certificate~ 
"1 want a divorce~ 
"1 want a new dolly." 
"1 Wd.t1t a fur coat~ 
"1 want a trip ,to Miami~ 
"1 Wd.t1t a baby sitter." 
"1 want a pair of shoes~ 
"1 want a new hat~ 
"1 want a new job ~ 
"1 want a kiss~ 
WE'RE ~IWJmbOOlRRWANTED 
. :&eryone has their own special desires and wishes for the holiday season., 
And most of them you can find in the stores at The Maine Mall. 
-- ~ holidays. 
